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The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation is pleased to support TakingITGlobal’s efforts 
to publish the findings from its Creating Local Connections Canada initiative.

For the Foundation, young people’s active involvement in civic activity contributes to, and 
is an indicator of, a community’s resilience.  Renewing  community institutions depends 
both upon developing the abilities of the next generation and creating spaces for their active 
involvement. The Foundation believes that engaging Canadians, particularly young people, 
in local decision-making is critical: it develops and draws upon the knowledge, skills and 
values of young people and in doing so, serves to enrich democracy in our communities. 

The Foundation has supported CLC – Canada because of its capacity to strengthen a wide range 
of local youth groups through on-site training and mentoring.  Linking them via TIG’s interactive 
electronic platform to national and international issues, resources and opportunities for action, 
volunteering and employment, has accelerated the emergence of Canada’s youth movement.  

This publication is an opportunity to showcase the inspiring stories of young people 
supporting their peers in making a difference in their communities.  Equally importantly, 
it shares insights about the success and challenges faced along the way: respecting the 
diversity of local communities while building a national movement, finding a balance between 
“high touch” (direct local contact) and “high tech” support, developing effective partnerships 
on all levels and experimenting with TIG’s own structure to facilitate program growth.

We look forward to sharing this publication with colleagues who are committed to developing 
leadership opportunities for young people and supporting emerging youth-led organizations.

Tim Brodhead 

President and CEO
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Youth Voices Research Group
Centre for Health Promotion, University of Toronto

Weaving is an especially apt metaphor for our experiences as coordinators of the 
monitoring and evaluation of the CLC project over its three-year lifespan. 

Creating Local Connections Canada endeavoured to contribute to a body of knowledge on 
fostering a culture of civic engagement among youth in Canada. The very nature of implementing 
this project involved capturing and sharing strategies, best practices and lessons learned.  To 
assess project achievements and development, online metrics, surveys and case studies 
were conducted with the CLC project team, and other key stakeholders, on a yearly basis. 
Results informed understanding of the outcomes and impacts of CLC activities, at both the 
theoretical (Theory of Change) and practical (project design and implementation) levels. 

This reflective process produced a highly adaptive system in which responsive changes 
were made to CLC goals and structure as the project unfolded. At micro and meta-levels, 
evaluation results were fed back into the evolving understanding of the mechanisms 
of project impact. Effective adjustments were made to the project team, to address 
the challenges of operating at local, provincial and national levels. Project growth was 
documented for feedback to all personnel and stakeholders, to foster increased and effective 
networking, and build understanding of how each individual part completed the whole.

Most significantly, TakingITGlobal was able to distil learning and generate important 
knowledge translation through the evolution of the project’s Theory of Change. The CLC 
project began with a Theory of Change articulated around project objectives, assumptions, 
risks, strategies and outcomes, as related to the process of building networks for youth 
civil engagement. Evaluation of the initiative was designed to elucidate the Theory of 
Change in practice, both its relevance and growth. Feedback and adaptation cycles have 
resulted in a Theory of Change much more grounded in applied research, connecting 
Youth Development and Youth Action and Participation to Social Movements and Social 
Values, through active youth engagement and mentoring from enlightened adults.

It has been a pleasure to be part of the CLC journey. By combining forward thinking evaluation with 
such an innovative social action process, this project has contributed both to community-based 
outcomes, as well as broader understandings of youth engagement and social movement building.

Charlotte Lombardo and Cameron Norman



“I wonder... if young people were actively 
engaged in all aspects of society, and 
thought of themselves as community 
leaders, problem solvers, role models, 
mentors and key “stakeholders”...how 
would the world change?”

~ Jennifer Corriero
TakingITGlobal Co-Founder and Executive Director
Quote printed on Starbucks Coffee Cup: The Way I See It - #48
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Overview
This report captures the outcomes and insights gained in the past three years from Creating Local 
Connections Canada, TakingITGlobal’s national program which promotes and supports youth 
participation in Canada.  While this participation and engagement is growing in Canada, it suffers 
from fragmentation and the lack of mechanisms for knowledge sharing and collaboration.

The overarching aim of the CLC Canada program is to foster a vibrant culture of youth participation and exchange 
among Canadian youth by promoting and supporting local, provincial/territorial, and national initiatives. The project is 
implemented in partnership with the J.W. McConnell Family Foundation, with additional support from the Walter and 
Duncan Gordon Foundation, Ontario Trillium Foundation, RBC Foundation and Laidlaw Foundation.

The Creating Local Connections framework is TakingITGlobal’s local engagement strategy, with CLC projects being executed 
in Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea, Liberia, Nigeria, Russia, Sierra Leone, and Canada. The project model is adapted in each country to 
reflect the particular needs and assets of youth, with a common theme of leveraging new technologies to support youth driven 
social change. Reports on past CLC initiatives can be found at http://www.tigweb.org/about/what/research.html

The CLC Canada program was launched in 2006, emerging from the Cross-Canada Mapping of Youth-Led and Highly 
Youth Engaged Initiatives, a 6 month research initiative conducted to assess the barriers to youth participation and the 
needs and assets of youth serving initiatives across Canada. This initiative consisted of literature review related to youth 
engagement, a series of open forums conducted nation-wide, and over 65 structured interviews with organizations.  Key 
outcomes were shared in a nationally disseminated report (http://www.tigurl.org/mapping) and included the following list 
of recommendations for strengthening youth participation in Canada:

1. Strengthen channels of communication and collaboration

2. Develop peer-to-peer approaches

3. Ensure meaningful involvement

4. Address multiple and diverse barriers to participation

5. Utilize the power of media and technology

6. Foster a sense of community

7. Build organizational capacity

8. Increase financial support for youth- led initiatives

9. Develop engagement and education strategies

10. Broaden cross-Canada reach

CLC Canada objectives were informed by these recommendations, with a focus on: raising awareness around global 
issues, increasing accessibility of resources for youth, and encouraging collaboration and capacity-building of youth and 
youth initiatives. The cross-Canada team of Youth Engagement Coordinators were based in communities across Canada 
to provide online and offline opportunities for global education, youth leadership training, and network-building. The CLC 
Team benefitted greatly from the insights and expertise of CLC advisors, host organizations, and other partners (please 
see pg.28 for partnerships).

TakingITGlobal is the first youth-led organization to undertake a program of this scale and scope, and we have 
significantly built our organizational capacity and expertise as a result of this experience. It is with great pleasure that 
we share our accomplishments, and most importantly, the key insights we have gained as we strive to strengthen and 
support the youth engagement sector in Canada. 
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Creating Local Connections Canada has been an insightful 
three-year journey for TakingITGlobal, as our first major 
undertaking of a national, multi-year youth engagement 
program. We have helped to identify and cultivate an 
extensive range of best practices in youth participation, 
and learned a tremendous amount about our areas of 
strength and uniqueness as an organization and network. 
We faced various obstacles along the way that have 
allowed us to continually learn and adapt the program. 
We are proud of the milestones we have achieved in the 
area of strengthening youth leadership through a peer-to-
peer, web-empowered approach. CLC Canada flourished 
at the intersection of 3 things: the interests and passions 
of our coordinators, TIG’s vision for using Information 
and Communications Technologies as a vehicle for social 
change and youth leadership, and connecting to existing 
efforts on-the-ground to engage and empower youth 
across the country. 

Looking back, we would like to congratulate and highlight 
the amazing dedication of the Creating Local Connections 
Canada coordinators, with 50 young Canadians being 
part of our national team over the course of 2006-2009. 
They have brought their passions forth to educate 
their peers about global issues and build a collective 
leadership capacity. Many coordinators have become 
highly involved with youth serving organizations and have 
been engaged in various social movements, as a result 
of connections made through CLC. These driven young 
people are a great example of what can be achieved when 
accessibility to peers and resources is no longer a barrier, 
and collaboration is encouraged with like-minded peers 
and community members. In striving to inspire, inform and 
involve youth across Canada, the self-development of the 
CLC team proved to be a true indicator of our success.  

In the first section of the report, we share key 
reflections and insights including: 

• Understanding how our role differs from community 
to community, depending on the local context and 
what we can offer uniquely, to promote and support 
existing youth development. 

• Understanding the organizational challenges that 
arise in striving to embrace and reflect Canada’s 
diversity both in our engagement strategy, on our 
team and with the youth we serve. 

• Understanding the incredible capacity and 
investment it takes to effectively and sustainably 
scale up as an organization, as TIG aimed to do with 
CLC, with the opportunity to increase its reach and 
activities on the ground across Canada.

• Long-lasting connections and worldwide 
opportunities are made possible by connecting 
youth to national and international networks.

• Leveraging partnerships on all levels was crucial in 
effectively engaging youth.  

• Technology is seen as an important educational 
tool for some demographics and a barrier to 
participation for others.

• Creative mechanisms for building the leadership capacity 
of CLC staff predominantly through virtual spaces.

In the second section, we provide a snapshot of the key 
people, organizations, and events we have encountered 
that have made important contributions to youth 
engagement in each province and territory. We also 
highlight the youth who showed amazing leadership in 
their role as CLC Youth Engagement Coordinators.  We will 
also showcase some of our local and national partnerships 
cultivated throughout CLC Canada, organizations that have 
helped us make great strides in our local engagement. We 
also share inspirational stories from organizations across 
the country that engage youth in empowering and creative 
ways.

Our aim for this publication is to contribute to the growing 
movement of strengthening youth engagement on local, 
national and international levels.  In sharing our successes 
and challenges, we hope to leave a legacy behind that 
will encourage the youth sector to further innovate, adapt 
and evolve our collective actions in the area of youth-led 
development. In our continued commitment to growing 
youth leadership and global understanding in Canada, we 
have established a national online network to strengthen 
collaborative opportunities for Canadian youth and related 
initiatives at http://canada.tigweb.org

This portal is a connection to outstanding youth and youth 
organizations based across Canada, and to local, national 
and international professional opportunities.

Executive Summary
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A Bird Eye’s View - The CLC Canada Team 
The CLC Canada team has been the enabling force behind all the activities we have realized with CLC Canada. Various 
issue-based initiatives were developed with partner organizations (outlined in Key Initiatives section), and implemented 
locally by the coordinators with support from community-based groups.

The team organized online initiatives to connect young Canadians with TIG members and organizations worldwide, to 
foster dialogue around global issues and build ICT-based capacity for positive social change. Online chats and webinars 
were offered in both French and English, and a variety of topics were discussed including Democracy, Climate Action, 
HIV/AIDS, Canadian Identity, Atlantic Youth, Youth Out Migration, Food Security, Social Networking for Social Change, 
Blogging, Podcasting and Digital Arts.  National art contests on climate change, indigenous people’s resistance, and 
Belonging inspired young people to use art as a tool for social change.  

Organizations who have participated as guest speakers include Make Poverty History, Apathy is Boring, AIDS Vancouver, 
Young Liberals Party, Project YouthTube, Canadian Youth Climate Coalition, Carrefour Tiers-Monde, Action Contre 
la Faim Canada, AFRICA FAUNA, Du Monde d’à côté, Centre de la Francophonie des Amériques, Jeunesse Canada 
Monde, and Rabble.ca.

Altogether, the CLC Canada team held over 250 
Workshops and Presentations, wrote 275 Team Blogs 
about their activities and insights gained about youth 
engagement, organized 8 social networking webinars 
and 14 issue-based online chats, attended over 350 
events, collaborated with 250 groups, and disseminated 
over 25 regional and national e-newsletters.

The map (Figure 1) shows the location of CLC Canada 
Youth Engagement Coordinators. Between June 2006 
and April 2009, over 50 youth were involved as staff 
with the project. Over the course of the program, we 
have had CLC coordinators situated in the following 
communities:

• Vancouver, BC

• Edmonton, AB

• Calgary, AB

• Moose Jaw, SK

• Regina, SK

• Winnipeg, MB

• Argyle, MB

• Ottawa, ON

• Thunder Bay, ON

• Timmins, ON

• Toronto, ON

• Montreal, PQ

• Quebec City, PQ

• Fredericton, NB

• Saint John, NB

• Halifax, NS

• Charlottetown, PEI

• St. John’s, NL

• Whitehorse, YT

• Yellowknife, NT

• Fort Liard, NT

• Igloolik, NU

• Iqualuit, NU

Many of the coordinators organized and participated in events throughout their province/territory, but the majority of the 
engagement took place within the above mentioned communities where they were based.

Section 1: 
The Story of Creating Local Connections Canada
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Figure 1: CLC Team from coast to coast to coast, 2006-2009

“The real value of CLC’s success lies in 
the lives it touched and inspired across 
the country, providing tangible tools to 
all who wished to access them in order 
to become involved in their global and 
local communities. The CLC project has 
truly excelled throughout its three years 
and with a committed and passionate 
team this has become an exemplary 
agent for positive social change.”

—Olivia Landolt 
CLC Program Assistant, 2006-2007



Year 1 Team consists of a Youth 
Engagement Coordinator in 
each province/territory 

15 Host Partners in all provinces 
and territories support CLC! 

Aboriginal portal (Version 1) launched

Aboriginal mailing list hits 100 members!

Organizational engagement grows 
by 50% on TakingITGlobal.org 

TIG Canadian membership 
grows from 10,000 to 15,500 

200 events attended and organized

CLC team expands to include Ontario coordinators 
in Ottawa, Toronto, Timmins and Thunder Bay 

Developed Climate Change Policy: Youth Take Action 
program and toolkit, delivering 25 workshops country-wide

Sent first TIG delegation to United Nations Climate 
Change Conference in Bali, Indonesia 

Climate change portal launched:http://issues.tigweb.org/
climate

TakingITGlobal sponsors the side event on youth at 
the UN Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues

Change That Clicks - Workshop series on 
digital citizenship and global education run in 
7 Boys and Girls Clubs across Canada 

The first TIG Webinar series and Ontario Live Chats 

Web 2.0 training: Develop concept design for Web 
2.0 for Social Change guide; piloted workshop 
with Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation

Overall team accomplishments: 100 events organized, 
96 events attended, 14 webinars and chats, 130 
collaborations, 12 e-newsletters and 135 team blogs

Aboriginal portal (Version 2) launched

Held 3 workshops and online chat in partnership with 
PLAN and Independent Living Resource Centres 
as part of Bandwidth for Belonging initiative

2006/2007 2007/2008

CLC Milestones



Year 3 Team is more diverse and active than ever! 

Web 2.0 for Social Change guide launched; CLC Canada team receives facilitation 
training; 16 Workshops organized in 6 provinces and territories with groups including 
BCIC, Free The Children, Access Charity, Street Kids International and the YMCA

Negotiating Our Future – Climate Change initiative launched

Formed Canadian Youth Delegation (CYD) comprising of 26 
youth from across Canada; supported their participation in 
UN Climate Change Conference in Poznan (COP14)

Scholarships offered to 6 CYD youth from northern and low-income communities

In Poznan, the Canadian Youth Delegation was present at well over 
32 negotiations, 34 side events, 24 actions, and 66 meetings 

Over 15 climate change workshops delivered across Canada

Launched CYD to Poznan website: http://www.cydpoznan.org

Aboriginal portal (Version 3) Launched: http://canada.tigweb.org/aboriginal

Boys and Girls Club facilitators receive in person training Change 
That Clicks program; Program run in 14 Boys and Girls Clubs, YMCA 
Montreal, with students in Halifax, and Edmonton Public Library

Launched Change That Clicks website: http://www.changethatclicks.org

Developed Beyond Graduation online community and site animation guide, in 
partnership with the Planned Lifetime Advocacy Network (PLAN): http://www.

2008/2009
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CLC In Action: Key Initiatives
The CLC Canada framework has allowed TakingITGlobal 
to leverage its cross-Canada presence and partnerships to 
implement seven issue-based projects. The main objectives 
and outcomes of these national initiatives are outlined below.

Canadian Aboriginal Connections
In late 2004, TakingITGlobal conducted a global survey 
identifying key issues affecting the 524 global indigenous 
youth who participated.  As the responses poured in, certain 
themes resounded with most participants – strengthening 
the possibility of future open dialogue. The issues of the 
Indigenous youth surveyed fell into the following broad 
categories:  cultural identity and the effects of colonialism, 
neo-colonialism and globalization; land rights, history 
and environmental sustainability, education, training and 
employment, poverty & homelessness, isolation, substance 
abuse, health education and care, violence and discrimination, 
was issued by TIG.  Respondents expressed their desire to be 
a part of an International Indigenous Youth Network through 
which they could share and celebrate their Indigenous culture 

and identity, and struggles, with other Indigenous youth 
worldwide. Specific recommendations were also made 
to TakingITGlobal to provide the foundation and online 
portals necessary to enhance leadership opportunities 
for Indigenous members to enable them to build upon 
their own self-sufficiency.  Survey findings were shared in 
a Global Indigenous Youth research report published in 
August 2006, available at:

http://www.tigurl.org/indigenous

Soon after, TakingITGlobal’s Canadian Aboriginal 
Connections program was launched to foster 
youth leadership through the use of Information 
and Communication Technologies as a medium for 
empowerment, expression, and social change.

Program objectives include:

• Empowering & connecting Aboriginal youth across Canada.

• Building the web-based capacity of Aboriginal communities.

• Cultivating a national Aboriginal Youth Network 

“It’s important to remember the 
foundation of your past, the traditions, 
language, and visions, for the simple 
act of interpretation and creation 
of our modern world.  To be honest 
with yourself is to reflect on the 
reverberations of historical fact, 
human nature, and acts of violence 
in our post-colonial reality.  Having 
access to that knowledge is the key 
to understanding personal freedom 
and building up the strength and 
courage to change yourself.“

—Jamie Whitecrow 
Aboriginal Network Coordinator, 2009

“As young people we need a valid 
reason to participate and get 
involved - we need to feel useful.  
This is why interweaving issue based 
themes, specific topics that could 
really get the blood pumping worked 
well in our local engagement strategy.  
You can’t just wake up one morning 
and say ‘I want to change the world’.  
There has to be something that 
drives you, that gives you purpose 
to wake up each morning - and 
those are encompassed in the global 
issues integrated in our workshops.”

—Mai Ngo 
Communications and Ontario 
Project Manager, 2007-2009
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The program aimed to raise awareness about TakingITGlobal as a support network for aboriginal youth, in 
order to strengthen our connections amongst aboriginal communities and groups unfamiliar with TIG. Several 
aboriginal youth serving organizations became interested in working with us to provide new opportunities and 
avenues for youth expression. Program activities included several workshops on aboriginal youth rights, youth 
empowerment, and culture and identity that were organized for institutions including the First Nations University 
and University of Regina, where TakingITGlobal website tools were being utilized by a number of classrooms.

From 2006-2008, the Aboriginal Youth Engagement Coordinator, Eriel Deranger, presented at several conferences 
and events including the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues in 2007 and 2008, where she 
successfully advocated for the inclusion of children and youth in the UNPFII agenda for the 2008 Forum, where 
TIG sponsored the side session titled “Indigenous Youth Issues and Challenges from Global and Regional 
Perspectives.” At the event, indigenous youth from around the world presented the challenges they faced in 
their respective regions. Also, TIG launched the Indigenous Youth Network and International Indigenous Youth 
Caucus portals to facilitate ongoing communication amongst youth delegates. Subsequently, in 2007, Eriel 
received the Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation’s Global Youth Fellowship, providing support to further 
her research on Indigenous Youth participation in the policy process. Interviewing youth activists at UNPFII 
and other international conferences was a major element of Eriel’s research that she was deeply inspired by.

Ms. Deranger brainstormed strategies with several aboriginal organizations and youth leaders on how 
to cultivate stronger networks and leadership opportunities for indigenous youth in Canada.

Many ideas were inspired by the following organizations:

• Aboriginal Friendship Centres

• Aboriginal Youth Network

• British Columbia Provincial Aboriginal Youth Council 

• Canadian Heritage 

• First Nations Child and Family Caring Society

• First Nations University of Canada – INCA Department

• Knowledgeable Aboriginal Youth Association

• National Native Addictions Partnership Program

• Redwire Magazine

• Saskatchewan Council for International Cooperation

• Saskatchewan Culture, Youth and Recreation

• Sierra Youth Coalition

• Street Culture Kidz Project

• Students on Ice

• Women’s Studies Department – Luther College

• YMCA Aboriginal Leadership Program

“The work last year also led 
to the recognition of the 
Indigenous Youth Caucus 
on the UN Youth page, the 
UNPFII webpage, within the 
UN Youth Link e-newsletter 
and by the UNPFII itself.  It 
was quite the accomplishment, 
considering the Forum was 
very reluctant to acknowledge 
youth voices last year.”

—Eriel Deranger 
Aboriginal Youth 
Engagement Coordinator, 
2006-2008
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Many efforts were made to create connections, resources and youth leadership opportunities nationally, between 
aboriginal youth and communities across Canada, including an online group created on our main site, www.tigweb.org, 
that facilitated cross-Canada communications between aboriginal youth.  An online aboriginal platform was launched in 
2008 to inspire expression through multi-media tools, such as videos and art work as well as dialogue around aboriginal 
culture and identity.   The portal was created as a social network for engaged Native youth to share ideas and projects for 
tackling the issues that affected their communities. 

From January to April 2009, Aboriginal Network coordinator Jamie Whitecrow, with support from Melina Laboucan-
Massimo, TIG’s former Aboriginal Engagement Coordinator, made improvements to the portal to encourage a better 
understanding and celebration of Canadian Indigenous Youth Identity amongst TIG’s online global community. The main 
goals for the project were to share an Canadian indigenous perspective on critical issues affecting the Native population in 
Canada, and to cultivate a list of national Indigenous Youth Organizations and those that offered education, skills, training 
and employment for indigenous youth. It was TakingITGlobal’s hope that the portal inspired a deeper understanding of 
Canada’s Indigenous Peoples from past to present, and also that other non-native organizations were encouraged to 
invest in the social development of native youth in Canada.

Features include:

• Treaties map

• Canadian Indigenous Youth stories and artwork

• Indigenous perspectives on global issues including Land and 
Water, Residential Schools, and Poverty and Homelessness.

Figure 2: Indigenous Canada Portal 
http://canada.tigweb.org/indigenous
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Liaisons Locales Canada
In the province of Quebec, TakingITGlobal has made a concentrated effort to make CLC activities 
and outreach accessible to francophone youth, who have acknowledged a lack of opportunities to 
engage in global issues and network with like-minded youth. Since much of Quebec is unilingual, 
this presents various challenges. These 
have been outlined further on page 38.

The 2006/2007 Francophone Youth Engagement 
team recommended that TIG focus its engagement 
in Montreal, where 25% of Quebec’s population 
resides. Over the next 2.5 years, several Youth 
Engagement Coordinators were hired in Montreal 
and Quebec City, mandated to strengthen 
partnerships and to carry out Web 2.0 training 
with youth organizations working provincially, 
such as the 4 workshops conducted with regional 
coordinators of the Table de Concertation Des 
Forums Jeunesse Regionaux, based out of Quebec 
City. Other key partnerships include Jeunesse 
Canada Monde (Canada World Youth), Institut de 
Nouveau Monde, Alternatives, CBC Montreal and 
Apathy Is Boring. The team carried out open forms, 
workshops, presentations and online live chats with 
French-speaking youth to increase francophone 
activity and strengthen French content on the TIG 
site, making Quebec one of CLC’s most active regions. Collaborations with local partners continue as we 
explore ways to foster dialogue between Anglophone and Francophone youth in Quebec, and to cultivate a 
bilingual youth network that harnesses local assets in addressing regional barriers to youth participation. 

Francophone engagement at the 2008 World Youth Congress 

Virtual Congress

• 8,486 unique visitors to Virtual Congress

• 27 webcasted sessions

• 64 videos

• 970 hours of footage viewed online

• 920 photos

• 80 media mentions

• 38 local action projects

• 700 digital media submissions

One of our major outreach efforts in reaching out to the Francophone youth community across Canada and 
around the world was through our partnership in co-organizing the 4th World Youth Congress. Along with 
Peace Child International and Congrès mondial des jeunes, and during Quebec City’s 400th anniversary, 
525 young people were brought together to celebrate their achievements, develop their capacity to achieve 
the Millennium Development Goals, and assist organizations in Quebec City and surrounding areas. 

“An online international community 
like TakingITGlobal is beneficial for 
Francophone youth because they don’t 
currently have such an online platform 
to connect in French, where they can 
learn, and share ideas/projects for 
social change with other Francophone 
youth from around the world.”

—Justine Castonguay-Payant 
Quebec Youth Engagement 
Coordinator (2008-2009)
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The experience for a young delegate was split into three components: Celebration, Skills Building and Action. The 
Celebration component included inspirational speeches from youth champions, energetic performances from youth and 
professional artists, and participation in the World Youth Walk on August 12, International Youth Day, along with 2,000 
Quebec City citizens. The Skills Building component included 240 capacity building workshops and seminars related to 
development issues. The Action component sent the delegates on local community improvement projects to improve 
their skills as activists in their respective communities.  One of TIG’s main contributions was the development of a Virtual 
Congress website, a platform that utilized the latest Web 2.0 technologies to record the experiences for those youth 
unable to attend. Blog posts, video interviews, photos and the live broadcast of training sessions were some of the ways 
we continued to innovate the learning experience for young people (http://www.wyc2008.qc.ca/virtual).

In lead up to the World Youth Congress, The CLC Quebec City Youth Engagement Coordinator, Justine Castonguay-
Payant, was based out of the offices of Congrès Mondiale des Jeunes where she worked actively to engage 
Francophone youth delegates and local Congress action partners both before and after the Congress.

During the Congress, delegates had an opportunity to develop recommendations specific to the regions they 
represented, including a Francophone roundtable organized by TakingITGlobal and le Conseil International des 
Organisations des Jeunes de la Francophonie. Three common themes were identified by the regions including La 
Francophonie: greater governmental financial support for youth projects, more youth participation in decision making, 
and improved environmental education and policies.  These recommendations were submitted at Le XIIe Sommet de 
la Francophonie in Quebec City (October 17-19 2008), and to Her Excellency The Right Honourable Michaëlle Jean, 
Governor General of Canada. 

Right To Be Heard
In partnership with Canadian Heritage, TakingITGlobal organized six events as part of National Child Day in 2006, 
involving five Open Forums and one National Live e-Chat. National Child Day marks the day of the adoption of the United 
Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child. By ratifying this Convention in 1991, Canada made a commitment to 
ensure that all children are treated with dignity and respect. This commitment includes that they be given the opportunity 
to have a voice, be protected from harm and be provided with their basic needs and every opportunity to reach their full 

Photos by Ben Powless
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potential. In 1993, the Government of Canada enacted Bill C-371, otherwise known as the Child Day Act, and designated 
November 20th of each year as a national day of the child in order to promote awareness in Canada of the Convention.  
This year National Child Day celebrates the Right to Be Heard. This theme emphasizes each child’s right to have a voice 
in matters that affect them appropriate to their age and maturity, as stated in Article 12 of the Convention. 

The Open Forum series took place in Saskatoon, Toronto, Edmonton, Ottawa and Moncton, engaging youth locally, from 
various backgrounds and particularly ensuring the inclusion of Aboriginal and Francophone youth.  The forums were 
designed to be highly interactive, calling on participation and creating a platform for youth to express themselves and 
connect with their peers. Discussions were guided by CLC Canada coordinators and co-facilitated by local community 
organizations or schools. 

There were reoccurring themes discussed by youth across the country, particularly around the ‘the fear to speak out’ 
and ‘fear that no one will take them seriously’. Participants always expressed their desire to have input on a federal level, 
but sensing that government was not listening and doesn’t provide opportunities for 
youth participation in decision making. Participants from Edmonton, a majority of whom 
were Aboriginal youth, were very inspired by their experience, expressing the greatest 
frustration with lacking a voice and proper acknowledgement in their communities. 

The National Live Chat allowed for a dynamic online discussion on issues facing 
children. Similarly to the Open Forums, the Live Chat was guided by 
a facilitator and a guest speaker from the Saskatchewan Children’s 
Advocate Office who helped raise the participants’ understanding of 
National Child Day. The national scope of the online chat allowed for 
participation and dialogue amongst young people from all regions of 
Canada, and further opportunity to educate children and youth about 
their internationally recognized rights. 

Social Networking for Social Change
As expressed by several of the organizations we collaborated with in 
Year 1, there is a great need for training within the youth serving sector on the best leverage of online social networking 
tools to organize, mobilize, collaborate, access and share media — and ultimately create meaningful change. Therefore, 
we have developed a guide that provides resources on the emergence of information and communications technology 
and Web 2.0 as related to youth engagement, and training resources on how to use social networking tools including 
Flickr, Youtube, TakingITGlobal, Wordpress, and Wikispaces. Case studies focus on successful campaigning and online 
promotional strategies used by different groups. There has been high demand for social networking training amongst 
youth serving organizations who are boosting their online presence and engagement with the objective of better reaching 
and engaging young people. Over 20 workshops have been organized in Vancouver, Whitehorse, Edmonton, Toronto, 
Quebec City, Montreal, Ottawa and Halifax, with young leaders and adults affiliated with organizations such as BCIC, 
Oxfam Canada, YMCA and the International Institute for Child Rights and Development. Participants have had different 
levels of technological expertise, so while some groups have sought intensive hands-on training in the application 
of web-based tools, others have been more interested in learning of the successes had by other groups within the 
non-profit sector actively using the web for engagement. There has been growing demand for Web 2.0 training as 
social networking is becoming an indispensable communication tool for many sectors including youth engagement.
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Change That Clicks
In partnership with the Boys and Girls Clubs of Canada’s CanTech program, the Change That 
Clicks (CTC) program was developed to raise awareness of local and global community issues 
using online and offline educational tools. The program is unique in providing youth with the 
educational resources necessary to using the internet safely and effectively, while raising 
awareness of world issues that youth can relate to and translate into real action. 

A unique aspect of CTC is its young audience, sometimes 
as low as 9 years of age. Sharing key messages in age 
appropriate ways has been a difficult, yet rewarding 
undertaking for CLC, and its success has contributed to 
one of TIG’s strategic goals of increasing engagement of 
youth under the age of 20. The Boys and Girls Clubs of 
Canada (BGCC) has proven to be a very strategic partner 
as our joint efforts have helped to demonstrate the power 
of leveraging our online network and resources to support 
local communities in face-to-face environments. In 2007 
and 2008, 7 local Boys and Girls Clubs across Canada 
partnered with CLC coordinators to run Change That Clicks, 
led by Emily Briggs and Sheridy Leslie based at the TIG 
Toronto HQ.

After this national pilot phase, feedback was received from 
coordinators and BGCC staff alike as to how the curriculum, 
the TIG/BGCC partnership, and implementation could be 
improved to better engage the 9-16 age group. As a result, 
several changes were made, including: the expansion of the curriculum to 12 modules; restructuring of modules to follow 
a storytelling format, and development of a comprehensive facilitators guide and activity book to build on best practices 
and lessons learned from the pilot. The facilitator’s guide was modeled after TakingITGlobal’s Guide To Action toolkit 
as illustrated in diagram 1. Partnerships were also formed with several national organizations, including Canada World 
Youth, who shared their expertise in the issue areas explored by Change That Clicks.

Change That Clicks Modules

“What excites me is the opportunity 
for youth to use the internet in a way 
that is productive and gives them the 
tools to make the change they want 
for themselves. So many youth only 
see the social aspects of the internet 
and this gives a great new way for 
youth to continue to be social, but 
in a productive and innovative way”

—Change That Clicks Facilitator

Module 1: Ice Breaker

Module 2: Digital Literacy and Citizenship 

Module 3: TakingITGlobal

Module 4: Millennium Development Goals

Module 5: Rights of the Child

Module 6: Environment

Module 7: Cultural Diversity

Module 8: Power-To-Play (Sports and Music)

Module 9: Youth Violence & Conflict Resolution

Module 10: Poverty and Homelessness

Module 11: Youth Leadership & Volunteerism

Module 12: Call-to-Action Launch
http://www.changethatclicks.org/
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The most rewarding development was a request by local 
Boys and Girls Clubs to receive training on the Change That 
Clicks curriculum in order to fully adopt this program in their 
respective clubs. In November 2008, 13 centres across Canada 
were selected to participate in a Change That Clicks facilitator 
training organized in Toronto, and implemented the 3-month 
program between January and March 2009. This demand for 
innovative youth programs signifies an interest on the part of 
adult youth practitioners to capitalize on new technologies to 
raise awareness of social issues and build youth leadership. 
This is an inspiring example of how TIG plays a role in 
supporting both practitioners and the youth they empower.

“Boys and Girls Clubs have benefitted in so many ways from partnering with TakingITGlobal! 
Their vision, innovation and energy have left a huge impact on not only the youth who 
have participated in the Change that Clicks program but with our organization as a whole. 
Change that Clicks is an extraordinary program, designed by youth for youth, it engages 
teens in ways that challenge them to critically assess online media, make informed choices 
about online safety and responsibility and take action in collaboration with youth in their 
community, across the country and across the planet to make a positive difference.” 

—Eric Burton, National Director 
Boys and Girls Clubs of Canada

Diagram 1
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Climate Change: Youth Take Action
Climate Change: Youth Take 
Action workshop locations:

In the past year, climate change and its related policies have skyrocketed into the Canadian public consciousness, and 
nowhere has interest been higher than amongst young Canadians. The Climate Change Policy: Youth Take Action project 
is designed to give youth around the world the inspiration and tools needed to engage constructively with climate change 
policy, from their local communities to an international level. TakingITGlobal’s goal is to positively impact domestic and 
international environmental policy, and establish Canadian youth as a key voice on the subject of climate change.

This impact was achieved through a range of initiatives, including 1) the development of a highly successful Climate 
Change Youth Guide to Action, 2) the delivery of 18 capacity-building workshops across Canada, 3) the establishment 
of a resource-rich youth climate change portal, 4) ongoing participation in international climate change negotiations, 
and 5) greatly expanded partnerships within the national and international youth environmental movement.  

Lessons from TakingITGlobal’s Climate Change: Youth Take Action project contributed to the project design for its 
next phase, Negotiating Our Future, where TIG partnered with the Canadian Youth Climate Coalition to form, train, 

and support the Canadian Youth Delegation to the 
14th annual Conference of the Parties to the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 
(COP14) in Poznan, Poland.  To help fulfill the project’s 
key goal of capacity building, a network of youth 
and adult Mentors and CYD alumni were recruited 
to train and advise the 26 delegates. This included 
presentations/workshops on Media and Climate 
Change, perspectives from the private sector, the 
dynamics of policymaking in Canada and the official 
delegation, a day in the life of COP, and a high‐level 
briefing on expectations for Poznan. This expertise 
was shared using online trainings and an in person 
summit that took place in Toronto just prior to the 
conference. The face-to-face connections with fellow 

“We can’t rely on decision-makers to 
adopt the best policies. They need to 
be pushed by a mobilized global civil 
society composed of people like me.”

—Christel Hyshka 
Edmonton

• St. John’s, NL

• Charlottetown, PEI

• Antigonish, NS

• Halifax, NS

• Fredericton, NB

• Miramichi, NB

• Montréal, QC

• Timmins, ON

• Toronto, ON

• St. Catherine’s, ON

• Mississauga, ON

• Thunder Bay, ON

• Ottawa, ON

• Winnipeg, MB

• Saskatoon, SK

• St. Albert, AB

• Canmore, AB

• Vancouver, BC

• Whitehorse, YK

• Yellowknife, NT

“The incredible thing about the CYD is 
how it takes an abstract international 
issue [such] as the UN climate 
negotiations and makes it instantly, 
viscerally relevant.  It brings everything 
together for the participants in a way 
that links directly back to their actions 
back home. Every delegate leaves 
grasping the importance of engagement 
and policy change in Canada. Their 
drive and leadership is contagious.”

—P.J. Partington 
Climate Change Project Manager
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delegates and mentors were an invaluable outcome of the summit, along with the growth in delegates’ confidence and 
skills. Another priority for the delegation was promoting involvement from traditionally underrepresented communities.  
There are a concerted effort to promote the opportunity within a variety of networks and through various organizations, 
and 6 scholarships were provided for youth from northern and low income to cover their expenditures to Poland.

As part of this initiative, CLC coordinators ran over 15 workshops across Canada, and an online community was 
developed to coordinate domestic and international youth actions during COP14. TIG prioritized youth engagement 
in climate change to inspire and develop the next generation of young Canadian environmental leaders, and to 
contribute to building the capacity of the broader 
Canadian youth movement to effectively engage 
in the UN climate negotiations. The participation 
of Canadian youth in the UN climate negotiations 
ensured that there was pressure placed on the 
Canadian government to play a constructive role 
in reaching a new global climate agreement.

“I feel like I can do more as an 
individual, and actually make an 
effective impact on the world around 
me. I am much more eager and less 
intimidated to do some real things – 
like talk to my politicians directly and 
tell them how I feel, to be assertive 
in front them and the media.”

—Canadian Youth Delegate to COP14

Toronto Mayor David Miller with COP delegates
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Fostering Belonging
The Bandwidth for Belonging (B4B) 
initiative, implemented with Planned 
Lifetime Advocacy Network, was a 
significant opportunity to understand 
the barriers that exist for young 
people with disabilities seeking to 
engage on online communities like 
TakingITGlobal. TIG has gained a 
deeper perspective into the elements 
of an online space that can foster a 
sense of community and belonging, and has learnt to nurture this belonging with a diverse group of users. We understood 
that a sense of belonging can be fostered through online networks, but there are 3 specific and necessary steps: 
developing accessible technological tools, building capacity and awareness of technological applications among youth 
with disabilities, and implementing appropriate programs that place a strong emphasis on relationship‐building between 
communities. 

In 2008/2009, TIG and PLAN Institute partnered on Beyond Graduation, an initiative that aims to support young people 
of all abilities in a state of transition from school to work. TIG developed the Beyond Graduation website (http://www.
beyondgraduation.ca) and animation guide in order to foster a supportive space for young people in transition. We 
cultivated a dynamic community through an art contest on belonging, featuring over 20 stories and videos from young 

“ The disability community has come a long way in 
gaining the much deserved recognition of its potential, 
beyondgraduation.ca is now part of this change.”

—Irena Kagansky 
Beyond Graduation Project Coordinator
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people with disabilities, and providing resources on transition planning.

The website includes:

• Get Inspired: over 30 featured stories, videos, and art submissions from young people 

• Youth Zone: members interact through discussion boards, polls, and an online chat platform; 

• Opportunities: Tips and Resources on education, employment, planning, personal networks, housing and 
independent living, and community involvement.

A total of 1,522 Canadian and international site visits and 142 registered members were recorded soon after Beyond 
Graduation’s site launch. An online community such as this one could become the answer for many youth with 
disabilities and their families who are looking to start paving their way to higher learning and independence.

TakingITGlobal strives to provide a fully accessible community on its main online community, (http://www.tigweb.
org) where all youth are equally empowered to engage with one another. The Bandwidth for Belonging and Beyond 
Graduation initiatives have provided great insight into site accessibility and what online features can act as enablers - or 
barriers - to participation for the disability community.

“TakingITGlobal’s experience in informing 
and inspiring young people and creating 
on-line communities, and its understanding 
of youth interests and issues is a powerful 
combination. It has been an invaluable 
asset to Beyond Graduation and other 
PLAN Institute and TIG partnerships as we 
explore ways to meaningfully engage young 
people with disabilities using technology.” 

—Vickie Cammack 
Executive Director, PLAN Institute
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Key Insights
As illustrated in the Key Initiatives section, we have touched upon several local and global 
issues and harnessed different methodologies and mediums to engage young Canadians.  
Yet, as diverse as our activities have been, common themes and insights have been 
woven throughout CLC Canada, enhancing TIG’s organizational capacity and youth 
engagement expertise.

Leveraging Partnerships For 
Meaningful Youth Engagement
 One of the integral ways we challenged 
ourselves throughout the CLC Canada program 
was by ensuring that our local engagement 
was meaningful and complemented existing 
opportunities for youth.  We were most effective 
when we collaborated with local and national 
organizations to both develop and execute 
our initiatives. In this process, we learned a 
substantial amount about what it takes to build 
positive and effective relationships with partners.  

What made key partnerships with CLC Canada 
long-lasting was a balanced exchange of 
expertise and resources, beyond a mere 
interest in working together. TIG often shares its 
expertise on the use of internet technologies for the social engagement of youth in global activism, as well as its ability to 
access and develop youth-friendly resources and networks related to a variety of global issues.  TIG’s youth-led, peer-
to-peer approach is something many adult-run organizations acknowledge as an effective model for youth engagement 
and wish to learn from. Our partners have a deep understanding for the specific demographic they engage and they hold 
valuable expertise in the particular social/environmental issues they address as an organization. Many local partners 

offer safe spaces and facilities 
for youth and have an instinctual 
understanding of the engagement 
tactics that are best received in their 
community. Most importantly, local 
groups such as the Boys and Girls 
Clubs have established trusting 
relationships with young people, 
which is vital to understanding the 
learning style of each individual. 

“Tapping into the regional CLC networks allowed the 
CYCC to connect its campaigns with young people it 
would have been more difficult to reach otherwise. The 
CLC National Team has been an invaluable part of the 
Coalition’s visioning and program development, bringing 
their online and community-based networking expertise to 
working closely with other youth-for-youth organizations.”

—Barbara Hayes 

Former National Director, Canadian Youth Climate Coalition

“It’s amazing how many people now know 
about both our organizations and really 
respect the fact that we work together 
– and that we work together well!”

—Leslie Oliver 
Executive Director, Alberta Youth VOLUNTEER!
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We would like to thank our national partners who strategized and collaborated 
with us to design and implement innovative programs across the country:

Canadian Youth Climate Colation
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CLC Host Partners (2006-2009)
Our key partners in each community were the CLC Host Organizations, who offered invaluable support and mentorship 
to the CLC youth engagement coordinators. CLC hosts often helped organize and/or facilitate events, and involved 
the coordinators in other activities taking place within their organization. These local partnerships were critical to the 
wellbeing and motivation of our staff, and often meant that the co-creation and/or implementation of new projects were 
made possible as a result.

We would like to thank the CLC Host Partners for creating a safe and warm environment for our team,  
and for their willingness.

Action Culture Alberta YouthVOLUNTEER! Apathy Is Boring Art City

Boscoville 2000 Bringing Youth 
Towards Equality

Canada World Youth Centre for Northern 
Families

Futures in Newfoundland and 
Labrador Youth (FINALY!)

Heartwood Centre 
for Community 
Youth Development 

Manitoba Eco-Network New Brunswick Advisory 
Council for Youth (NBACY)

PEI Eco-Net Saskatchewan Council 
for International 
Cooperation (SCIC)

Street Culture Kidz Project YOUCAN
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Youth Environmental Network

Katimavik

As well as the 
Thunderbay Community 
Youth Coalition

YouthCO Aids Society

Regional Multicultural 
Youth Council

Vancouver Community 
Network

Alternatives

Table de Concertation des 
Forums jeunesse régionaux du 
Québec (TCFJRQ)

Amnesty Canada

The Resource Center 
for Youth (TRC)

Question to Sector: How do national organizations provide 
services that are standardized and accessible to a range 
of groups and communities yet easily adaptable to meet 
specific needs and contexts? What are some opportunities 
for strong partnerships within the youth sector in Canada? 

A Few Highlights With CLC Host Partners
• Alberta’s YouthVOLUNTEER! 

Created Volunteerism Guide to Action in partnership with Jessie-Lee, Alberta Youth 
Engagement Coordinator (2007/2008)

• Bringing Youth Towards Equality 
Formed youth facilitation team in Whitehorse; 14 hours of training on TIG workshops 
facilitated by CLC Communication and Ontario Project Manager, Mai Ngo.

• Canada World Youth 
Co-organized roundtable on the future of youth in Quebec, in partnership with CLC 
Canada Francophone Youth Engagement Team in Montreal.

• Futures in Newfoundland and Labrador Youth 
Webcast organized with TIG’s Executive Director, Jennifer Corriero at Canadian 
Community Economic Development Conference in St. John’s, NL. Organized by Chad 
Griffiths, NL Youth Engagement Coordinator (2006/2007)

• Table De Concertation Des Forums Jeunesse Regionaux 
4 Web 2.0 trainings with regional coordinators across Quebec.  Organized by Justine 
Castonguay-Payant, CLC Canada Quebec Youth Engagement Coordinator
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Advisory Network
An Advisory Network was formed in the first year of the program to help build awareness of CLC and to solidify 
partnerships with national organizations like the Boys and Girls Clubs of Canada, YouthScape, Amnesty Canada, 
along with local partners such as Bringing Youth Towards Equality and The Resource Centre for Youth. The Advisors 
were exceedingly resourceful in sharing relevant opportunities and suggesting other potential partnerships and project 
opportunities, with each bringing one his/her unique expertise and youth engagement experience to the forefront.

• Adam MacIsaac

• Bob Neubauer

• Kenny Lindsay

• Jessie-Lee Langille

• Staci Kentish

• Muneeb Syed

• Krystal Payne

• Antoine Huss

• Ayla Khosroshahi

• Elaina Mack

• Eric Burton 

• Isobel Riviera

• Jason Kun

• Jennifer Hollett

• Jennifer Wheeler

• Jessica Thiessen

• Kelly L’Hirondelle

• Louise Kearney

• Marc Langlois

• Mark Masongsong

• Martin Tetu

• Melissa  Moi

• Rachel Parks

• Rowena Rodriguez

• Saara Siddiqi 

• Scott Crawford

• Shauna MacLean

• Tala Tootoosis

“I found using my own experiences as a youth who is 
involved really got the students interested, as they realized 
they could make a difference, too … Also, I’ve learned 
just how much people do care about others. Being in a 
small province (although it can be difficult at times) surely 
has shown me what small town hospitality truly is.” 

—Meghan MacDonald 
New Brunswick Youth Engagement Coordinator
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Growing and Supporting Youth Leadership:
CLC’s vision encompassed a network that would bring together Canadian youth in a capacity 
that would inspire them to further develop themselves as leaders in their community.

Since the project’s inception CLC 
envisioned fostering youth leadership 
as one of its main objectives. We are 
pleasantly surprised to see that it 
is within our own backyard that we 
have sowed the strongest seeds. 
Primary beneficiaries are the young 
people we have worked with most 
closely in their roles as CLC Canada 
Youth Engagement Coordinators, 
Volunteers and Co-op students. The 
CLC coordinators, between the ages of 
17 and 27, were CLC’s primary access 
into a community. They were selected 
based on their engagement with youth, 
their knowledge of potential community 

partners, and their passion and belief in youth-led change. Their resiliency, creativity and passion were qualities that 
became vital to the peer-to-peer methods we used to engage youth. The leadership development we have observed in 
the team is one thing we are most proud of as we reflect upon the project’s impact.

In three years CLC has fostered leadership in 50 amazing youth from every province and territory across Canada.  They 
have become involved in fighting for socially-based issues such as Global Justice, Environmentalism, Poverty, Indigenous 
Peoples’, Land Rights, Climate Change, Child and Youth Rights, Global Education, and Health Promotion. Like a small 
stone that causes many 
ripples, the CLC Canada 
team has directly impacted 
over 3000 young Canadians 
through events, workshops, 
open forums, online chats 
and webinars. Former Youth 
Engagement Coordinators 
continue to be involved in 
the global justice movement 
in a variety of capacities that 
include advocacy and public 
policy. CLC has exposed the 
coordinator to the incredible 
achievements of their fellow 
peers committed to positively impacting their communities. Through exposure to TIG’s youth-led network, these youth have 
been instilled with a lifelong confidence and knowledge that youth can make a difference.

Fostering leadership amongst the team, considering its distance-based nature was quite challenging, and regular 
communications and relationship building was considered  the single most important mechanism for supporting their 
engagement. Many efforts and creative strategies were implored to strengthen team communications and knowledge 
exchange amongst the CLC staff. From the 2nd year of the program, the team communications strategy was collectively 

“[TIG] was a great resource to have the multi-use tools to 
make a youth-created video. It was powerful for [the youth] to 
have that kind of responsibility and have a digital camera. They 
felt really cool and in complete control. They felt empowered.” 

—Sabrina Poirier 
Youthscape Halifax

“I think the key is decentralizing leadership. Doing your 
work through participants rather than preaching it to 
them. See what they have to offer and be collaborative, 
and watch it rise to surface. Build creative structures 
to engage, and allow kids to reflect back” 

—Mike Sheehan 
Beatboard
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developed to generate new ideas on how to build relationships and support one another. We realised that virtual 
conference tools were  excellent team-building platforms. These interactive spaces, along with the regular use of MSN 
Messenger, buddy systems, and addition of regional team leaders all helped to build cohesion amongst the team.

As illustrated in the team’s reflections below, fostering youth leadership amongst their peers took a lot of critical thought 
around how to make engagement meaningful and interesting for youth. The CLC coordinators used innovative, youth-led 
and centered approaches to engaging their audience. Youth-friendly approaches included story-telling, interactive games 
and new media presentations. Incorporating technology to introduce social issues made CLC unique to traditional 
education methods 

Peer-to-peer education provides a learning experience on two levels: on the side of the facilitator and the participant. 
The coordinators had an important task of adapting TIG workshop materials for their local context and audience, 
to ensure that young people felt a personal connection to the issues they were learning about. For example by 
incorporating inspiring stories of youth action on climate change, each coordinator would share local examples of youth-
led projects, to illustrate examples of leadership right at home.

“[CLC] makes you feel like you are apart of 
something bigger and the ‘small stuff’ you do 
in your region reaches out to a larger audience 
and might inspire change across the country.”

—Ottawa Youth Engagement Team, 2008-09
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CLC Canada Team Reflections 
What does it take to foster youth leadership in your peers?
• The opportunity to share ideas

• A chance to take on real responsibility

• A supporting adult to help guide them and let them try new things

• Youth taking a leadership role on action projects and getting involved 
in projects related to causes that interest them 

• Develop passion for a topic, or provide leadership opportunities 
that are related to topics youth are passionate about

• Start with an issue-based approach 

• If people can relate to an issue they are more likely to get involve - people like to hear stories

• Flexibility and the ability to experiment with different approaches to the 
same problem work better than a rigid framework for change

• Inspiration from other youth doing amazing work

What have been some key insights/lessons learned 
on youth engagement in your community?
• Youth need constant feedback and encouragement

• Organizations, especially bigger ones are quick to jump on the mantle of youth 
engagement, but often they place youth in a token role – like a youth seat on a 
board – but don’t let youth really have a say in the decision-making process

• Sometimes adults when left alone to try to get youth involved 
really miss the mark – make things too juvenile

• Mentors are really important for stimulating youth engagement – older youth can help younger youth

• Youth need to see that something works before they will buy into it and fully support it

• The new generation has new values – they do not necessarily match with 
the rigidity of existing organizations that are run by adults 

• There is a huge gap in intergenerational dialogue – this is needed for meaningful youth engagement

• More non-competitive and open spaces are needed for youth leaders to share ideas and collaborate

• Youth need to be more involved in the policy-making processes when the 
programs directly affect them (i.e. Youth Advisory Committees etc) 

• In larger cities, it is often difficult to engage youth on city-wide initiatives so youth 
engagement is more effective on a smaller, community-wide level
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Complexities in Community Engagement: 
Making It Relevant
CLC’s flexibility allowed for it to fit into multiple communities, but we have learned that local engagement is multifarious 
and complex. Like someone entering into a partnership for the first time, we learned to set boundaries and build on our 
strengths and capabilities.  As a youth organization the learning process has been enormous and our main discoveries 
are that in community youth engagement, cookie-cutter formulas don’t work! What works in one community could be 
irrelevant in another. We have developed nationally relevant guides and programs, while coordinators and partners 
adapted these to each local context. 

Working in different cultural contexts, we were consistently challenged in finding ways to customize our approach and 
materials to effectively engage different demographics of youth.  Below we share an overview of how we adapted our 
strategies for different communities we aimed to support through CLC Canada. Please see section 2 for a summary of 
these initiatives. 

Canadian Aboriginal 
Connections Canada
Some of the challenges that TIG has experienced 
with its contribution to Indigenous Youth are 
questions of cultural-sensitivity. TIG is not an 
indigenous organization, and its focus is not 
on predominantly indigenous issues. However 
the unique perspective that TIG offers is one 
developed by youth for youth, regardless of race, 
gender, or class. TIG works to include Indigenous 
Canada as an equally distinct and empowered 
group/region in their global community, but 
the level of activity on TIG’s Indigenous Portal 
continues to be low. There are a number of 
reasons why this is the case, such as the 

“The uniqueness of CLC is that we are able to 
go into different communities across the country 
without rigid mandates.  This allows us to address 
the wants and needs of our specific communities, 
and fill in the gaps where we will be most useful. 
Youth leaders, schools, teachers, community 
organizations, can all gain from TIG. CLC is truly 
a multifaceted, flexible, and incredible project.”

— Jess Wishart 
Atlantic Team Facilitator

“In terms of rural and urban, in Yukon, some communities only have 
10 youth. But if you do everything in an urban area, it excludes rural 
youth. It’s harder to get around here than in some other regions.  
It’s also about the weather and the geography of the Yukon. With 
winter in Yukon, we have a very different time frame. Even going 
to meetings, with the snow and cold, it is a challenge for many 
months of the year. Communities shut down for a week..”

—Julie Diyen 
2008/2009 Yukon Youth Engagement Coordinator
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inaccessibility of internet for rural youth, competition 
by other social networks, a lack of awareness about 
TakingITGlobal’s online community, and a lack of 
resources on the TIG portal that share Indigenous 
perspectives on issues.

How we overcame these challenges: In 2007/2008, an 
Aboriginal Youth Engagement Team was formed with 
four staff members, who indicated that the “face” to 
Canadian Aboriginal Connections is what is perceived 
as disingenuous by aboriginal youth and not the 
intent and activities themselves. The development of 
aboriginal-specific materials came out of a need to be 
more culturally relevant. Furthermore, the Indigenous 
Portal was improved to focus on issues central to 
aboriginal well being as told by Aboriginal youth.

Liaisons Locales Canada
The biggest challenge faced with CLC Canada’s francophone engagement was the lack of organizational resources and 
public documents translated in French. This was a barrier for CLC Francophone engagement coordinators who wished 
to share TIG resources with the various francophone organizations they collaborated with. Youth organizations in Quebec 
are highly interested in receiving Web 2.0 training since many are unfamiliar with how to effectively utilize online tools to 
engage youth. While we were able to offer trainings, we did not have the corresponding toolkits or materials to share in 
French for further learning. 

Becoming culturally relevant has involved hiring bilingual francophone coordinators who have helped significantly 
with the translation of documents, workshop guides, and TIG publications that would be relevant to francophone 
youth and organizations. Having these resources has been of extreme value for partnership building and outreach in 
Quebec. TakingITGlobal will have to allocate a certain annual budget for translations in order to continuously engage 
francophone communities.  

“We’ve learned that the wall to wall regional 
differences are extremely important. We 
can’t impose our activities all across 
Canada, because all local communities 
are different. What’s interesting here is not 
necessarily interesting in another region 
with different challenges and interests.” 

—Pierre-Luc Graval 
Institut Du Nouveau Monde 
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Technology as a Barrier and Opportunity:
After three years of collaborating with community centers, schools and organizations, we’ve found that a key area of 
community interest has been the role of technology in community development.  With the wave of social networking 
tools and social media that have been introduced in recent years, the way young people communicate, build 
relationships, and learn has completely transformed. Community-based organizations and youth practitioners wish 
to develop their own capacity to engage youth using these new mediums.  Through CLC Canada, TIG has played an 
important role in exposing youth to the positive aspects of technology, while raising awareness about internet safety 
issues.

The Change That Clicks program, developed with support 
from the Boys and Girls Clubs of Canada, was widely 
received in community centers and schools because of 
its emphasis on global education and internet safety.  
However, challenges faced on‐the‐ground when new 
technologies are incorporated where minimal technological 
support is available and program coordinators lack 
familiarity with web‐based activities. What has become 
very evident is the unfaltering interest and determination 
of youth practitioners to build their own web–based 

“ICTs can be lifesaving for youth 
isolated in northern communities who 
are silenced by life circumstance.”

—Arlene Hache 
Centre for Northern Families

Bandwidth for Belonging and Beyond Graduation (Youth with Disabilities)
Working closely with the PLAN Institute, which is dedicated to improving the lives of people with disabilities was vital 
to ensure that our online engagement strategies were appropriate and accessible. It was also important that we gain 
knowledge and understanding into the complex issues facing the disability community. An active TIG member, Irena 
Kagansky, was hired to help coordinate both projects with PLAN and help build TIG’s organizational capacity to support 
young people with disabilities. She is an advocate for disability rights and has great insight into the particular needs of 
this community. Irena provided TIG with critical insights and recommendations related to technical and content-related 
accessibility of each section of the TIG site.

Quick tips for site accessibility
• Images and Animations 

Use the alt attribute to describe 
the function of each visual

• Image maps 
Use the client-side map and text for hotspots

• Multimedia 
Provide captioning and transcripts of 
audio and descriptions of video

• Hyptertext links 
Use text that makes sense when read out of 
context. For example, avoid ‘click here.’

• Page organization 
Use headings, list and consistent structure. 
Use CSS for layout and style where possible.

• Graphs and Charts 
Summarize or use the longdesc attribute

• Scripts, Applets and Plug-Ins 
Provide alternative content in case active 
features are inaccessible or unsupported

• Frames 
Use the noframes element and meaningful titles.

• Tables 
Make line-by-line reading sensible. Summarize.
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capacity in order to enhance the educational 
opportunities they can offer youth, as 
demonstrated by the dedication to Change 
That Clicks we observed in Boys and Girls 
Club facilitators, in the face of various 
technical obstacles.

The CLC team facilitated various online 
activities to engage individuals indiscriminate 
of their geographical locations and to 
encourage collaboration between individuals 
and orgs who participated. Online chats 
to encourage dialogue and skill-building 
around some of the key issues and interests 
of young Canadians such as the urban/rural 
divide, climate change, and democracy.  
Social Networking for Social Change 
webinars or e-seminars were also held to 
train participants on the effective use of 
various online tools including photo-sharing sites, blogging, and podcasts. Though these trainings were requested 
by several organizations, there was lower attendance than expected, which can be attributed to factors such as 

insufficient marketing and promotions, and 
relevancy of content discussions.

Interestingly, the Democracy live chat that took 
place in October 2008 in partnership with CBC 
radio in Montreal attracted 52 participants. This 
collaboration allowed for promotions to a wider 
audience and the combination of radio and 
internet used was a drawing factor for many who 
attended. As has been the case with several 
CLC initiatives, we found that our online events 
were more successful when organized with 
partners. CLC Canada’s most impressionable 
web-based initiative has been the Web 2.0 for 
Social Change workshops, which focus on the 
range of opportunities technology offers youth 
and groups engaging youth.

“The interest is definitely there to learn about the ways 
they can get their voices and messages across through 
technology tools, but it is a struggle to put the computers 
to good use and learn the importance of ICTs.”

—Pauline Fogarty 
Thunder Bay Youth Engagement Coordinator

“We’d like to be more IT-based to be more 
active with educators about global development 
activities. TIG has helped us with this, with 
online platforms for presentations. We could do 
some things more like TIG, working virtually with 
educators. That will definitely help us break down 
barriers in communication because of geography.”

—Nadia Karina Ponce Morales 
Canada World Youth
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From Local Action to Global Movements
What community members and coordinators commonly highlighted as one of TIG’s greatest contributions is its role 
as a bridge from local actions to national and international movements and opportunities. Several youth leaders and 
community-based groups across Canada, who previously viewed their ability to affect change solely on a local level, now 
have a growing awareness and interest in social movements worldwide and in understanding their role within them. TIG’s 
global connectedness to a wide range of networks, organizations, UN agencies and young social activists, has been an 
invaluable asset to Canada’s growing youth movement who wishes to scale up their actions, build alliances with like-
minded groups, and become more engaged with national and international political processes.  

Connecting Individuals to International Opportunities
Several Canadian TIG members have been inspired by the wealth of information and opportunities at their fingertips on 
tigweb.org, access to social movements, events, projects, people, and organizations.

In fact, many CLC Canada coordinators were initially active members on the TIG site, and were interested in finding ways 
to connect their peers and communities to a global network of inspiring youth and opportunities.  While working with 
TIG, many CLC coordinators themselves participated in international conferences including the IMPACT conference in 
Washington, DC (March 2009); UNESCO hosted Youth Policies and Networks in the Americas in the Dominican Republic 
(October 2008); World Youth Congress in Quebec City (August 2008), World Bank Youth Conference in Washington, DC 
(June 2008); and UNESCO’s 1st Americas Youth Forum in Mexico (September 2007).

As outlined in the Key Initiatives section, TIG has taken great strides in leveraging its connections to facilitate real 
action in Canadian youth on a policy level, and more recently to address the pressing issue of climate change. 
Inspired by the vision of our Climate 
Change Project Manager, P.J. 
Partington, we sought to utilize our 
growing local networks to educate 
young people about the growing sense 
of urgency around climate change, 
and the efforts being made nation-
wide by youth to positively affect 
Canadian environmental policies. 
Also, opportunities were opened 
up  for youth leaders to engage in 
international climate negotiations, 
youth delegates expressing that this 
participation significantly contributed 
to their perspectives on global 
citizenship and global civil society, 
their own effectiveness as activists, 
and grew their networks and 
connections internationally.    

“TIG hooked us up with Youth Service America 
to be a Lead Agency for Global Youth Service 
Day, now one of our biggest events each year. 
We have formed new relationships with global 
partners thanks to TIG. It has truly been a 
valuable partnership for TRC.”

—Scott Crawford 
The Resource Centre for Youth, Saint John, NB
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Connecting Community-based 
Groups to Like-minded Networks
CLC was also a valuable platform through which local 
youth organizations and groups could learn, connect and 
share successes and challenges with like-minded people 
and groups around the world.  

Some notable connections that were forged include 
Bringing Youth Towards Equality’s introduction and 
membership into the Canadian Youth Climate Coalition, a 
relationship that was catalyzed by TIG’s relationship with 
both groups. Furthermore, The Resource Center for Youth 
based out of Saint John, New Brunswick was made aware 
of Global Youth Service Day, the largest service event in 
the world, through TakingITGlobal. TRC came to host this event locally for two consecutive years; marking the first time 
Saint John had been part of a global event and international network of youth serving groups.  

Questions for the sector: How can global opportunities for collaboration be made more accessible for local groups?  
How do you measure the impact of such connections on youth engagement locally? How can access to international 
opportunities be better accessed by young people in remote communities?

“[Through CLC], we have been able to 
feel part of something larger than we 
are. TIG has revolutionized the ability to 
contact and liaise with other youth and 
youth organizations. It is everywhere!”

—Susan Hawkins 
Eco-Net PEI

“Being part of a national network 
would allow us to promote the GYA 
as an awesome opportunity to learn 
about global and local issues but 
also better understand the needs and 
interests of youth activists everywhere 
to deliver exceptional programming to 
fit their goals and aspirations.”

—John Humphrey Centre for 
Peace and Human Rights
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Forging Networks to Ignite Social Change
One of our main objectives with the CLC Canada program 
was to cultivate and support youth networks on local, 
regional, and national levels. TIG’s online platform has the 
capacity to support collaboration and provide knowledge 
management systems for networks forming throughout 
the country.  Our local coordinators were well positioned 
to provide technology training to networks wishing to 
strengthen their channels of communication, collaboration, 
and knowledge sharing.  After participating in various local 
networks, we learned that TIG’s technology expertise was 
not a highly valuable resource on a local level where groups 
have the opportunity to meet and exchange directly.  The 
best contribution we can make locally is building awareness 
around the national and global networks, opportunities, 
and movements that locally established groups can access 
for new knowledge and to scale up their impact through 
cohesive actions.  National networks and coalitions by 
virtue of their geographic distribution of members have a 
heavy reliance on collaborative technologies in order to 
function effectively. TIG has been able to offer its web-based 
expertise and tech development services to different groups 
seeking to build a personalized web experience for their 
particular network.  

Through CLC, TIG has cultivated a network of networks, an 
open, diverse, geographically-dispersed network through which young people and youth practitioners can connect to 
more mission-driven and customized networks, learn about opportunities being offered nation-wide, or even hear stories 

of change from communities outside their own. Our network 
is meant to be an entry-point for like-minded individuals and 
groups alike, to seek out and collaborate on the subjects of 
community, organization, or social movements that would 
mobilize members into action.  Just like the experience we 
aim to create with tigweb.org on a global scale, we have 
strived to cultivate a collaborative learning community for 
young change-makers in Canada. By partnering with several 
customized networks and specialized organizations, we have 
expanded their membership base through increased outreach 
to individuals previously unaware that such groups existed.  

Several organizations not primarily focused on youth 
engagement wished to expand their services and 
opportunities to a younger demographic, but were not sure 
about where to begin. We strove to form such a platform 
by disseminating information through the various networks 
we have affiliations with; we also leveraged the CLC 
coordinators as local community connectors to disseminate 
opportunities to their community-based networks and peer 

“I have been involved in lots of 
attempts to create youth networks, and 
unfortunately not many have lasted in 
the long term. I was recently in Norway, 
and very inspired by the “LNU” the 
Norwegian Youth Council. The reason 
they have succeeded is that they know 
their role is one of support and not 
advocacy, and they have very strong 
support from their alumni who are 
now at every level of government. 
I hope that in Canada we can learn 
from these kinds of success stories.”

—Ilona Dougherty 
Apathy Is Boring

“[More] connections would 
also help us to further fulfill our 
mandate by bringing our programs 
and messages to more audiences. 
… linking with other people in the 
global community we can connect 
with others in the developing world 
who we can learn from, as well 
as support through channeling 
funds from the north to south.”

—411 Initiative for Change
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base. Establishing a national youth network has proven to be beneficial for youth groups and networks often challenged 
in broadening their reach, and for youth themselves who lack access to opportunities.  Our network is meant to widen 
the lens through which communities perceive youth engagement in Canada, and provide an avenue through which local 
communities can connect with or build alliances with actions across the country. 

Questions for sector: Do you have any significant examples of long-lasting connections made or milestones reached 
through participation in a network? How can association to a national youth-focused network help your organization?

“If it wasn’t for TIG, our youth group as such 
would not have been involved in this level of 
trying to think globally…But having someone 
locally at the centre makes you always realize 
that, yes, we have local issues, we have regional 
issues…but there is also that global perspective 
out there. It has been very important to open 
our eyes and engage us in that regard.”

—Moffat Makuto 
Regional Multicultural Youth 
Centre, Thunder Bay
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What was most exciting about CLC was seeing how things evolved differently and uniquely from one community to the 
next. No one formula worked nation-wide, but action happened at the intersection of three things: the CLC coordinator’s 
interests and networks, the groups and allies we collaborated with, and the particular needs of youth in each respective 
community. As described earlier, the CLC program made the most impact locally, where  we were able to leverage 
existing youth activity and work closely with community-based groups to provide innovative, globally-focused 
engagement opportunities for youth, and web-based training for organizations. This section celebrates CLC’s local 
accomplishments, and showcases the allies, organizations and coordinators that positively influenced our success. 

Also, our journey has been greatly enriched by the multitude of groups we have encountered and collaborated with. 
The CLC team has kept their motivations high by being inspired by the creativity and vision of youth initiatives and the 
diversity of youth engagement approaches within their respective communities.  

This publication would have been incomplete without a snapshot of what’s happening on the ground to develop and 
empower youth, and also the efforts made to create positive social change across Canada. From cultural expression 
through hip hop, memorable conferences and events, youth involvement in decision-making, youth-driven research, 
parades, to youth-adult partnership for change, the following groups have shared one of their recent success stories in 
meaningfully engaging youth.  With over 40 submissions from 12 provinces and territories, we hope these stories inspire 
you to learn more about youth opportunities nation-wide and to share your story too! For TIG’s database of over 1,200 
youth-serving organizations in Canada, please visit http://www.tigweb.org/resources/orgs.

Section 2: 
Snapshots of Youth Action Across Canada
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Honourable Jason Kenney, MP
Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism 
Constituency: Calgary Southeast, Alberta

Youth are the future of Canada. Their work, energy and ideas will help drive the 
economy while their acceptance, tolerance and open-mindedness will help build a 
strong and inclusive nation. This is key in a country that boasts one of the highest levels 
of immigration in the world.  To that end, the Government of Canada is committed to 
investing in our youth.

CIC has provided funding support for the Settlement Workers in Schools (SWIS) initiative, 
a program that connects newly arrived families to services and resources in the school 
and community in order to promote settlement and foster student achievement. SWIS 
runs primarily in Ontario but is expanding across Canada, and to other public institutions, 
such as libraries. Welcome Here is another project funded by CIC under the Welcoming 
Communities Initiative. This project seeks to create partnerships between immigrant 
serving organizations and family resource programs such as centres and play groups. 

In March 2008, we also funded a Global Youth Forum that took place in three Ontario 
cities: Windsor, Kitchener-Waterloo and Toronto. This one-day event engaged youth 
in activities to increase awareness, understanding and knowledge of discriminatory 
behaviours and practices. It also looked at ways to counter such activities among the 
project participants and encouraged them to take the message they learned back to their 
schools and communities. 

Along those lines, our Multiculturalism Program also aims to eliminate barriers related 
to ethnicity, race, culture and religion. I am personally working on ensuring this program 
evolves to respond to Canada’s changing diversity. Currently, projects receiving 
funding include those that support the economic, social, and cultural integration of new 
Canadians; encourage mentorship, volunteerism, leadership, and civic education among 
at-risk cultural youth; and promote inter-cultural understanding and Canadian values such 
as democracy, freedom, human rights and rule of law.

One such example is a recently announced youth project being coordinated by the 
Canadian Council of Muslim Women. This innovative project, which received $441,000 
from CIC, gives Muslim youth across Canada the opportunity to participate in activities 
such as multi-faith sessions for Muslim and non-Muslim youth in schools and community 
centres to teach peace building and inter-cultural dialogue and conflict resolution skills.

Through its innovative Young Newcomers Internship Program, CIC is also demonstrating 
leadership. The program is a pilot project not only giving young newcomers work 
experience through short work terms but also giving us an opportunity to benefit from 
the first-hand experience and unique perspective these individuals can bring to the 
development of CIC’s policies and programs.  

As we move forward, our programs and initiatives will continue to aim to strengthen 
social cohesion and inclusion within Canadian society. And young people, both within our 
department and across Canada, will continue to be an essential part of this process. 

I believe we should all be proud to live in a country that embraces the many cultures and 
religions of the world, one that embraces and builds on the diversity that is part of our 
heritage. Our investments in our youth will continue to be investments in the future of Canada.
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Honourable Lawrence Cannon, MP
Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Constituency: Pontiac, Quebec

While I have had the pleasure of serving as Canada’s Minister of Foreign Affairs only 
since last fall, it has quickly become apparent to me the extent to which meaningful 
engagement, both internationally and domestically, is indispensable to Foreign Affairs and 
International Trade Canada (DFAIT). The more we engage beyond the usual participants 
and to a greater diversity of communities, including Canada’s youth, the richer our policy-
making perspectives become. 

In this context, allow me to highlight a few specific recent initiatives through which DFAIT 
seeks to reach out to youth to build relationships, demonstrate our engagement, share 
our priorities, and to get feedback. For example, DFAIT hosts policy eDiscussions, twice a 
year, on particular foreign and trade policy issues and, in this manner, invites direct citizen 
participation (including unique participation by university students and non-governmental 
organizations) and input into policy development. Canada was the first country to seek 
out citizens’ direct participation and others are now emulating this model. Also, through 
DFAIT’s Speakers Program, Canadian ambassadors, high commissioners, and senior 
departmental officials engage directly with secondary and post-secondary students 
across the country in order to share their experiences and discuss foreign policy priorities, 
an engagement which invariably provides for excellent dialogue with youth. 

Through its transformation agenda, DFAIT has also made renewing its human resources 
a key priority, resulting in a much larger and more visible post secondary recruitment 
process under the banner “A Career without Borders” and supported by active, 
coordinated outreach to campuses across Canada. 

As DFAIT celebrates its 100th anniversary this year, we value not only the contributions of 
dedicated Canadians who came before, but more importantly look forward to continuing 
to build a modern 21st Century foreign and trade ministry with the best and brightest 
generations of the future. 

Thank you for allowing me to underline the value of youth participation in Canada’s public 
affairs. I wish you great success with your Creating Local Connections initiative.
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Honourable Gail Shea, M.P.
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans 
Constituency: Egmont, Prince Edward Island

As a mother and a grandmother I know how important it is to have youth participate in 
activities within their communities. When my children were growing up we were always at 
the rink; skating, taking part in the minor hockey program and generally being involved in 
events that gave young people a chance to grow and learn.

While a provincial Member of the Legislative Assembly I was keenly interested in the 
Tignish Boys and Girls Club. This organization helped with after-school homework 
sessions, taught babysitting courses and supported various sporting events. In addition, 
because it was their club, the members were required to do their part, from making sure 
their facility was clean to raising funds to help assist with programs and upkeep. This role 
of responsibility, in turn, instilled the members with the desire to know how to become more 
engaged in the community for the success of their club.

While Minister of Community and Cultural Affairs I had the opportunity to provide funding 
through provincial programs to assist the Tignish club members with a school exchange 
program to Toronto. Many of these young men and women had never had the opportunity 
to travel outside the province and a trip to Toronto was a thrilling experience. But more 
importantly their interaction with kids their own age afforded them an opportunity to see 
life in a different way. They visited the exchange school and noted many differences, but 
in other ways, in ways that are more important perhaps, they found they were very much 
the same.

These students were inspired by their experience of seeing life from another perspective. 
They were involved in making the decision to become more engaged in their community 
and they became more informed about themselves and the world around them.

I have seen first hand the meaningful engagement of youth when policies and programs 
assist them to achieve a goal. I have been involved in a number of organizations both 
at the community and provincial level that seek input from youth and have always been 
pleased with the outcome.

I would like to congratulate TakingITGlobal for their initiatives and for continuing to inspire, 
involve and inform youth on a global level.
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British Columbia
12 Workshops and presentations organized
18 Events and networking forums attended
16 Blogs written

“The biggest thing I learned, and it was hard for 
me at first, was really being pro-active. When 
you have a goal or an idea just to go with it, be 
creative and put yourself out there, especially 
when it comes to working with other people. TIG’s 
greatest strength is that they are a supporting role.  
It has the ability to leverage technologies and has 
people like me in positions to help people connect 
and network with each other.”

—Bob Neubauer, 
2007/2008 BC Youth Engagement 
Coordinator
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Community Highlights 
 
2006/2007

• Held first CLC workshop on using virtual tools for community engagement, which inspired the 
development of Web 2.0 for Social Change guide. 

2007/2008

• Organized Bandwidth4Belonging workshop in partnership with Independent Living Resource Centre (ILRC) and 
Planned Lifetime Advocacy Network

• 15 youth with disabilities learned how technology could be utilized to increase a sense of belonging and community. 
A workshop and online chat was organized with 2 other ILRCs in Ontario and Saskatchewan! 

• Presented at ICT exploring use of IT in building community capitol

• City of Vancouver’s Youth Politik Program – Involved in design of program with other community partners; ran project 
management and planning workshops using TIG’s online tools and Guide To Action model.  

• Organized Youth Jam networking event for youth service providers to strengthen collaboration for coming year. 

• Facilitated Youth media workshops with 10-15 interns at Vancouver Community Network.  

2008/2009

• Project management workshops organized with 15-20 youth as part of City of Youth Politik program. 

• Facilitated four Web 2.0 for Social Change trainings, two organized in partnership with British Council for 
International Cooperation, with 21 NGOs total in attendance. 

• Designed online platform for Sharing The Dream participants to continue collaborating post-conference.

Inspiring Events
2007 National Day of Action on Climate Change

David Suzuki attended as a guest speaker, and many local organizations and 
youth groups came together to take action on climate change.

City of Vancouver Youth Politik program

Educating Vancouver youth from diverse backgrounds about social issues and civic engagement.  This program 
evolved from a 6 week to 3 month program that includes informative seminars facilitated by community-
based groups and project management training to support youth in starting their own projects.  

HIV/AIDS Awareness Workshop series—organized by AIDS Vancouver and YouthCO AIDS Society

Series of hands on workshops designed to train local youth on media literacy and 
using multi-media and arts to inform yourself and others about HIV/AIDS.

Sharing The Dream

Sharing The Dream events connected several high schools across British Columbia using webcast technology, 
inspiring connections and social activism. Organized by the BC Ministry of Education, VANOC, and TakingITGlobal.



Allies
Shannon Ross - CAP (Community Access Program) coordinator, VCN

Organized youth interns to run barrier-free accessible computer locations. 

She kept the program going beyond her responsibilities and mentored youth 

to get them involved in different organizations. 

Maia Green – founder of Fun Camps

Created environmentally-based youth leadership camps. She recognized a 

need for youth skill building and advocated for programs that would fill those 

gaps. She successfully gathered funders and collaborators province wide!

Key Organizations
• AIDS Vancouver

• British Council for International Cooperation

• Canadian Students for Darfur

• Check Your Head

• City of Vancouver Youth Outreach Team

• FUN Camps

• Independent Living Resource Centre

• Vancouver Community Network 
– CLC host partners (2007-2009)

• YouthCo AIDS Society 
– CLC host partner (2006/2007)



Coordinators

Bob Neubauer
2007/2008

Jess Conn-Potegal
2006/2007

Toshio Rahman
2008/2009

Kimmy Tan
2006/2007

British Columbia

The Honorable 
Nathan Cullen, MP
Constituency: Skeena—Bulkley Valley

What policies should be in place to respond to the needs 
of youth in Canada?

A voting system that allows them to participate. Many 
countries have a second ballot box for those below the 
voting age to create a culture of democracy early on. The 
voting system must also move to proportionality to allow 
every vote to have weight, as successive generations are 
less and less partisan.

What are your commitments to youth?

I visit more schools and youth groups than have ever 
been contacted by an MP in my region before. I also have 
crafted a competition (Create Your Canada) that brings 
young people to Ottawa and present their ideas for new 
laws on the floor of the House of Commons.

Its pretty amazing that it was 60 years ago 
that the Universal Declaration on Human 
Rights was created. However, its also 
sad that sixty years have passed and we 
still have horrendous violations of rights 
globally. Hopefully, organizations along 
with the movement of other groups and 
individuals can somewhat help change this!

—Toshio Rahman
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British Columbia: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

Beatboard
http://www.beatboard.org

Beatboard is committed to affecting positive change in communities through delivering leading-
edge experiential education programs that value diversity, inclusion and solutions for healthy living. 

In the music video Ancient Creation a group of Inuvik youth showcase their culture, their stories and 
their concerns through hip-hop. Beatboard was invited to work with the community in September 
2008 through a grant partnership with the Inuvik Youth Centre Society, History Channel and Canada 
Council for the Arts. The community wanted to engage their youth to express themselves in a format 
that was sustainable, self-directed and fun.  The Beatboard team, made up of experts in video and 
sound production, and youth engagement traveled to Inuvik with two weeks to jumpstart a multi-
media literacy program by engaging and mentoring community members in how to use $10,000 of 
video and editing equipment.  Working closely with the local university, Tribal Council, school, youth 
centre and youth detention centre, workshops and demonstrations were offered to train parents and 
youth to shoot, edit and share the videos.

The mentorship culminated in a showing of five short films and one music video highlighting 
traditional values, through a contemporary art form never before explored in this community.  The 
community continues to make films and the mentorship relationships have grown to include a 
younger generation. The girls who wrote, performed and produced Ancient Creation are currently 
working on their second piece. BeatBoard uses a strength-based approach with all of its programs. 
We celebrate and bolster seen and unseen gifts in youth communities, setting up safe, inclusive 
environments where participants feel comfortable taking creative risks.

Check Your Head
http://www.checkyourhead.org

I got involved with Check Your Head because their mission is what I have always hoped to achieve 
- awareness that spurs action on the issues that MUST be addressed. The other thing that stood 
out for me was that Check was focusing on youth, dialogue and the connections between social 
and environmental issues. That meant that they have a long-term perspective; their mission is to be 
driven by listening to youth rather than trying to tell them who to be and what to care about; they 
also are not myopic and have recognized that dealing with social and environmental issues together 
is a necessity. 

Most of the time the changes that occur are gradual, but some have taken immediate action. 
They have begun initiatives to reduce their carbon footprints, educate their peers (a documentary 
being filmed this summer), build communities through gardens, biking clubs and intergenerational 
mentorship initiatives between schools. The most exciting aspect of these projects is that they came 
from community visioning sessions where we start working with youth by first asking what they 
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know and what they want changed. Our approach was to aid youth with practical initiatives and 
solutions, as brought by allies and community members to our envisioning sessions. Because youth 
initiatives impact and require us all to be involved, we tried to involve everyone who could have 
made an important contribution. But the inspiration, inertia and creativity almost always started with 
youth.

FUN Camps
http://www.funcamps.ca

I am thrilled to be heading into FUN Camps’ second season. A year and a half ago I wrote a 
little note to myself during class one night, while I was thinking about a thousand ways to make 
FUN Camps a reality. Well, it didn’t take long for that day to come and before I knew it I was the 
Executive Director of a registered charity that now runs environmental leadership summer camps 
for kids as well as various programs throughout the school year.  FUN Camps has had numerous 
successes since its inception, including receiving its charitable status in less than 6 months, being 
able to offer over 20 scholarships to youth in need during its first year and now, being able to pull off 
a second season during an economic crisis, with almost no funding. 

 Because of people’s passion for this project, we have been able to create great programs with very 
few resources and our organization is able to grow. Our goal is to expand our programs throughout 
BC and Canada, and we are taking steps in this direction by piloting camps in Victoria, BC this 
August.  Overall this experience has been magical. Of course it has been tough at times, as is to 
be expected with starting something new, but in the end the chance to inspire kids into action, and 
positively impact people’s lives as well as our planet, makes every moment worth it.

Global Agents for Change
http://www.globalafc.org

Inspired by both the UN Millennium Development Goal to eradicate extreme poverty by the year 
2015 and the work of 2006 Nobel Peace Prize winner Dr. Muhammad Yunus, Global Agents for 
Change (Global AFC) aims to inspire young leaders to explore social issues and take action, while 
raising funds and awareness for projects addressing global inequity. A nationally recognized 
non-profit, Global AFC focuses on supporting microcredit and education initiatives, two lasting 
ways to impact poverty for the long-term. The organization was started by several young 
leaders in Vancouver, Canada, and originally got people’s attention by riding their bikes 3000 km 
from Vancouver to Tijuana to raise $30,000 to impact poverty. The idea worked! Global AFC’s 
entrepreneurial spirit has attracted volunteers across North America and beyond, growing from 2 to 
200 volunteers and raising over $300,000 since 2007. 

Today, Global AFC’s programs to raise awareness and address global poverty include: Riding to 
Break the Cycle - fund-raising cycling tours across North America and Europe to raise awareness 
about microcredit while fostering youth empowerment; Youth awards and mentorship for young 
social entrepreneurs; University chapters and engagement programs; and Education Generation, 
an online community supporting education scholarships for young leaders in the developing world 
(http://www.educationgeneration.org/).
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University of Victoria Global Medical Brigades
http://www.tigurl.org/brigades

We are a local group that is part of an international organization called the Global Medical Brigades. 
Our mission is to provide medical relief to impoverished communities in Honduras. Our group is 
unique because we are student-run.  It brings students from all different faculties together to work 
towards a volunteer experience in Honduras that has a very positive impact on the participants. 
It also gives these students an opportunity for some real life experience and a chance to be 
committed to something they believe in. The medication, medical staff, donations and support come 
from our community and other nearby communities. It takes a lot of commitment and hard work to 
make this project a success. 

Once in Honduras, everyone in the group participates in a mobile medical clinic and once we 
return, we share our stories with the community and the various donors that helped make our 
trip a success. Our greatest achievement was the number of Hondurans/the number of people in 
Honduras we provided medical care for. In 2008 we visited 4 villages and treated about 700 people. 
In 2009 we treated a little over 1100 people. The grace, kindness and gratitude of the Honduran 
people is an inspiration to us all.

NOW! Organization
http://www.now-org.co.nr

Through the NOW! Organization’s Children’s Outreach Programs, I encouraged children to 
critically examine the problems and the solutions. Combining areas such as science, technology, 
government policy, and personal action, the conferences helped students understand the need to 
address environmental problems holistically via sustainable environmental, social, and economical 
solutions. So far, the NOW What? Conferences have reached more than 600 elementary school 
students. Because of the conferences, participants learned different perspectives to possible 
environmentally sustanaible solutions. In addition to workshops, fun games and activities seek to 
develop their leadership, teamwork, and communication skills. Also, facilitated discussions and 
a design competition challenged students to apply and reflect upon what they learnt. Working in 
teams, participants designed machines made of garbage materials that could solve environmental 
problems and presented their product via a 1-minute advertisement. Throughout this conference 
children met like-minded peers, built confidence and learnt from one another with a splash of 
creativity and imagination. The conference experience also helps spur further explorations in the 
classroom, complementing the elementary school curriculum. Not only do the participants learn but 
teachers, nearly thirty volunteers, and student organizers learned as well.   At times the conference 
looked impossible as hurdles in venue, budget, and speaker availability appeared one after another. 
But I learned that enthusiasm is infectious – believing in our original vision, with perseverance and 
optimism we made the seemingly impossible a reality.  
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The Sixth Anniversary of the 
Darfur Conflict Rally
This year the Association of the Canadian Students for Darfur (ACSD), the organization I’m involved 
with, hosted an event in downtown Vancouver to commemorate the sixth anniversary of the 
inhumane and seemingly endless conflict occurring in Darfur, Sudan. For six years, the international 
community has forgotten about one of the world’s worst humanitarian crises where 400,000 have 
been killed.  For the sixth year, the ACSD held a rally in downtown Vancouver, where we had several 
Members of Parliament, students, activists, and professors all speak, educate, and mobilize behind 
the cause of peace in western Sudan, listen to music, and distribute petitions. For the entire day, 
passers-by and students took time out of their day to listen and learn about the conflict, to sign 
petitions, donate to humanitarian relief, write letters, or do any small thing that they could do to 
make a difference in Sudan.

At the end of the day we collected hundreds of signatures on our petition, which will be sent 
to Parliament; that for us, meant hundreds of people that day had learned about the atrocities 
happening and Darfur; but more importantly, that hundreds of people had shown their compassion 
for their fellow human beings in Darfur by taking a couple of minutes to support peace, and to make 
a difference.

Youth Vital Signs
http://www.youthvitalsigns.ca

Youth Vital Signs is a youth-driven research and public opinion initiative that gives a fresh voice to 
the experience and knowledge of Vancouver youth. The primary purpose of Youth Vital Signs is a 
vehicle to increase the influence of youth in public policy and community investment decisions. 
It is a youth report card on Vancouver, and we asked youth how their city makes the grade. The 
report will provide a rich profile of the perceptions and experiences of youth by bringing focus to 
12 subject areas that youth have identified as important dimensions of our shared quality of life. 
Each subject area will be looked at through four lenses, which, when viewed together, create an 
overall picture of how young people see their community, and what they identify as issues that 
need to be addressed. The four lens and components of this research are: Grading Vancouver in 12 
subject areas, identifying Key Priorities in bettering the city, Research in the 12 subject areas, and 
highlighting Youth In Action.  

Critical Milestones: The Youth Vital Signs survey was released on October 23rd, 2008 and ran for 
two weeks up until the Vancouver Civic Election. The timing was intentional, to give youth who are 
not of age to vote or cannot vote for other reasons, an opportunity to have their voice heard on 
issues that affect their City. The full report was released on June 2nd, 2009.
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Alberta
22 Workshops and presentations organized
21 Events and networking forums attended
16 Blogs written

“I’m interested in what research means for the 
community. TIG taught me that I can engage with the 
community and communicate evidence from research.  
I really think my experience with TIG has helped to 
reconfirm the importance of community engagement. 
[TIG] gave me the confidence to do social activism.”

—Jessie-Lee Langille, 2007/2008 AB, 
Youth Engagement Coordinator
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Community Highlights
2006/2007

• Organized open forum on Globalization using popular theatre facilitation techniques; 17 youth in 
attendance

• Provided Web 2.0 training to over 10 organizations including Change For Children and Riverwatch. 

• Open forum on children’s rights organized by Aboriginal Youth Engagement Coordinator at Inner City - 
High School; part of Right To Be Heard national initiative organized with Canadian Heritage for National Child Day.  

2007/2008

• Supporting Teacher Candidates at the University of Alberta - AYV and Jessie Lee worked closely with teacher 
candidates who were part of the Global Education Network at U of A. Together they developed curriculum on social 
issues and shared ways on bringing the global into local classrooms.

• Organized open forum on World AIDS Day in conjunction with online event involving discussion with TIG members 
worldwide on differences in local reality of pandemic experienced.    

• Developed Take Action toolkits on MDGs and Climate Change and facilitated seven workshops in 3 high schools, in 
partnership with AYV. 

• Trained Global Education Network students at U of A to deliver Taking Action workshops with local high schools. 

• Riverwatch Teacher workshop – provided orientation and training to local environmental teachers interested in using 
TIG`s education and project management e-platforms. 

Umbrella for Social Justice –members of U of A social justice network were trained to utilize TIG online tools. 

2008/2009

• Beyond Graduation workshop – Organized launch event for website in partnership with PLAN Institute

• Organized Change That Clicks program at Whitemud Crossing Library.

Inspiring Events
Centre for Affordable Water and Sanitation Technology Youth Summit

High school aged youth participants were very passionate about water issues and prepared to start their own projects 
after this summit.  Seeing their enthusiasm was a great inspiration for Jessie-Lee. 

Tarsands Youth Summit

Developing campaign with local youth and participants from across Canada to raise awareness about socio-
environmental issues related to oilsands development in Alberta; summit hosted by Canadian Youth Climate Coalition.  

MDG Mural project coordinated by Alberta Council for Global Cooperation

Children and youth create murals to represent each of 8 Millennium Development Goals; added as collection on TIG`s 
Global Gallery (http://www.tigurl.org/mural)

Rural Roots Conference

Hosted by Change for Children. Youth aged 14-20 from across Alberta are inspired to take local action on global issues 
by learning about youth-led change in their own communities.



Key Organizations
• Alberta YouthVOLUNTEER! 

– CLC Host partner (2007/2008)

• Alberta Council For Global Cooperation

• Canada World Youth 
– CLC Host partner (2006/2007)

• Centre for Affordable Water and Sanitation Technology (CAWST)

• Change For Children

• Student Umbrella for Social Justice

• University of Alberta

• Alberta Council for Environmental Education

• HIV Edmonton

• Riverwatch

• Sierra Youth Coalition

• Students Against Global Apathy

• Yeah Now!

• YOUCAN

Allies
Teachers at Canmore High School

Engaged their students in taking action on climate change issues by 
supporting them in their school projects.  Their support was vital for 
integration of CLC’s Take Action workshops into classroom curriculum. 

Leslie Oliver

Her passion and enthusiasm for youth inspires the people around her. She 
provided great support to the CLC coordinator and sought 
ways to integrate CLC initiatives with those of Alberta Youth 
VOLUNTEER! for greater impact. 



Coordinators

Matthew Gusul
2006/2007

Jessie-Lee Langille
2007/2008

Daniella San Martin-Feeney
2008/2009

Alberta

“I would encourage everyone to engage themselves in 
storytelling in the near future. Listening to your friends 
and family members tell their stories and think about 
what it is telling you about what they think is important. 
Even listen to yourself and the stories you tell. What are 
they saying about you. Most of all remember that we 
do not need to rely solely on the experts in Hollywood 
to tell us great stories, we can find the best stories 
inside of one another.”

—Matthew Gusul

Nancy La Neve
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Alberta: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

John Humphrey Centre for 
Peace and Human Rights
http://www.jhcentre.org

The Ignite Change Now! Global Youth Assembly (GYA) is being presented by the John Humphrey 
Centre for Peace and Human Rights. It is an opportunity for Canadian and international youth 
between the ages of 16-28 to be part of the change, to express themselves and connect with 
like-minded youth, artists and global citizens from around the world. At the GYA 2007, delegates 
participated in workshops centred around the 8 Action Areas for a Culture of Peace and Human 
Rights as defined by UNESCO and featured world-renowned keynote speakers including Dr .David 
Adams, Kim Phuc, Dr. Rubin “Hurricane” Carter and Sol Guy, just to name a few. Events included 
the Get on the Good Foot For Peace Hip Hop Summit and the Open Mic Night.  

Youth initiatives like ours give youth leaders all the tools they need, from informational workshops 
to action planning sessions, to realize their dreams on changing the world for the better. By 
collaborating with other organizations and groups, we ensure inclusiveness and diversity. Our 
greatest achievement was generating enough interest and motivation at our first GYA in 2007 to 
present it again in 2009 and once every two years after that. In 2009, explore the theme Building 
Community! Meet inspiring keynotes Lloyd Axworthy, Craig Kielburger, the 4REAL crew and others. 
Participate in fun, hands-on skill development workshops from film workshops to “Marketing for 
Good, Not Evil”, and our Hip Hop Summit, Soccer 4 Peace Tournament, GYA Film Night, and 
Shop 4 Change Show. What are you waiting for? Become part of the movement and ignite change 
now!  www.youthassembly.ca

YouthScape Calgary:
http://www.youthscape.ca/Communities_Calgary.html

Before you read a word of this, listen to this: http://www.myspace.com/randomtaskrocks. You’re 
listening to Random Task Collective, a band of 15 and 16 year olds headed up by Connor-Harvey 
Derbyshire. Obviously these guys have talent. But talent isn’t enough when you’re 15 years old 
and you’re trying to convince music venues to give you a shot.    Barriers stood in the way when 
Random Task Collective (RTC) decided to create a monthly showcase for under-age bands called 
Collective on Sundays. YouthScape Calgary has supported this vision with more than just money – 
we were also able to help with strategies, connections and credibility. YouthScape helped to break 
down barriers with venue managers by demonstrating that this band has a larger community behind 
it.  Fortunately, Cantos and Loose Moose Theatre took a chance on these young people and the 
results have exceeded anyone’s expectations as they both want to continue featuring young bands 
in their venues.

The word is spreading… The success of Collective on Sundays has led to other opportunities.  
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Recently, RTC and the other Collective on Sundays artists were approached by Rogers and Youth 
Week to host the “Collective Slam” at the Calgary Stampede Corral on May 2nd. RTC will also be 
heading up the first ever youth stage at the Sled Island Music Festival. What’s perhaps most exciting 
about the Sled Island opportunity is that the sponsors for that stage (Alberta Dairy Producers) see a 
lot of value in the model that RTC has created, and they’re wanting to replicate it in other cities. Talk 
about a ripple effect!

Alberta YouthVOLUNTEER!
http://www.youthvolunteer.ca

On February 17th, Alberta’s YouthVOLUNTEER! Society, in partnership with the Edmonton 
Public School Board, hosted the Alberta’s Youth VOLUNTEER for Edmonton Conference to unite 
high school students around a common goal: to make a difference in their community around 
the 8 Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Teams of students, school board trustees, and 
local organizations – currently fulfilling one or more of the MDGs – were present to participate 
in this interactive, multi-media, youth-led event. Each high school team was paired with a local 
organization and asked to plan and implement a youth-led event on April 24, 2009 for Global Youth 
Service Day (http://gysd.org/). Over 11 000 students in Edmonton participated in the following 
youth-led, Global Youth Service Day events: 

McNally High School hosted a “Rugby for Rights” event with the John Humphrey Centre to raise 
proceeds to bring two youth from Sierra Leone to the Global Youth Assembly in 2009; J. Percy Page 
High School hosted a “Paperless Teaching Day” with One Simple Act to reduce paper consumption 
in classrooms.; Braemar School hosted a spring-themed “Neighborhood Pancake Breakfast” with 
Meals on Wheels to raise money to purchase a much-needed industrial size pancake griddle for 
Meals on Wheels; Jasper Place High School hosted a “Take Action Volunteer Fair” to encourage 
their school body to get involved with local organizations fulfilling the MDGs; and finally, M.E. 
LaZerte High School hosted “A Taste of LaZerte: A Celebration of Multiculturalism and the Global 
Village” with World Partnership Walk (Aga Khan Foundation Canada).

Macklin Public School
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Saskatchewan
10 Workshops and presentations organized
8 Events and networking forums attended
9 Blogs written

“I believe in youth voices and like I said there’s no be all 
end all solutions to everything.  It’s really important that 
an organization like TIG exists because they have the 
ability to access resources and a widespread network. 
There’s so much power in empowering others.”

—Eriel Deranger, Saskatchewan-based Aboriginal, 
Youth Engagement Coordinator
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Community Highlights
2006/2007

• Adapt the Guide To Action toolkit for local workshops organized for Katimavik groups in several 
communities, as well as with 17 youth at Le Relais Community Centre.

• Developed partnership with Department of Culture, Youth and Recreation in Saskatchewan to continue 
delivering Guide To Action workshops.

• Workshops on the Right to be Heard (children’s rights) were held in inner-city high schools. One of 
the facilitators was a hip hop artist! This arts integrated workshop made for a powerful experience for 
participants.

2007/2008

• Several sessions of TIG’s Change That Clicks program with inner-city youth from Regina; in partnership with 
Boys and Girls Club of Regina.  The technology and cyber bullying modules were highly successful because 
of the interactive and engaging way the information was shared using online tools. 

• Leadership workshops with First Nations University Inter-cultural Leadership class and Luther College’s 
Women’s Studies class, which also adopted TIG’s e-project platform to manage course content.

• 3 Climate Change/Climate Justice presentations with Sierra Youth Coalition, including at their Sustainable 
Campuses Conference.

• Organized Bandwidth4Belonging workshop in partnership with Saskatoon’s Independent Living Resource 
Centre (ILRC) and Planned Lifetime Advocacy Network.

• Ran digital art workshop around the theme of culture and identity with Aboriginal Youth Leadership Program 
at the YMCA; part of TIG’s Adobe Youth Voices initiative.

Inspiring Events
2007 Saskatchewan Youth Summit

This government-organized event brought together Saskatchewan youth from diverse backgrounds 
and communities to discuss the future of the province in light of the significant out migration of its youth. 
Participants were given ample opportunity to voice themselves and were excited to be involved in this decision 
making process.

2007 Youth and Violence dialogue

Important networking opportunity to learn of community-based groups supporting At-Risk Youth in the 
community.



Key Organizations
• Communities for Children

• First Nations University

• Katimavik

• Saskatchewan Council for International Cooperation 
– CLC Host partner (2006/2007)

• Sierra Youth Coalition

• Street Culture Kidz Project 
– CLC Host partner (2006/2007)

• YMCA

Allies
Tala Tootoosis – Program Manager at White Buffalo lodge

She implemented gang intervention and other youth issues at the White 
Buffalo lodge. She advocated to introducing an anti-oppression framework in 
her work.

Kim Sutherland – Executive Director, Street Culture Kidz Project

Immediately embraced the CLC and helped establish  the program in 
Regina.  Acted as a host partner in 2006/2007 and connected CLC to several 
community-based groups and opportunities both locally and in other regions. 

Ray Boughen, MP
Constituency: Palliser

We must never underestimate how much we can learn from our 
youth.  This is one of the most important lessons I learned in my 
35 years in education.  As a new Member of Parliament, these 
lessons have played an important role in shaping my priorities as 
I fulfill my duties here in Ottawa. I ask that you, our future leaders, 
please keep this in mind as you work hard to one day take my job.



Coordinators

Cara McDavid
2006/2007

Eriel Deranger
2006-2008

I am a residential school survivor  in the sense that my father, 
my step father, many aunts, uncles and Aboriginal role models 
growing up were residential school survivors. Many of them 
passed away before the apology, before the cash payments, 
before they were told that what happened to them was not 
right. I have had family members commit suicide, no doubt 
brought on by the socio-psychological effects of residential 
schools, loss of culture and identity. 

How can money given to survivors and allocated to one 
organization fully heal the wounds of the legacy and 
intergenerational effects of residential schools?

—Eriel Deranger

Saskatchewan
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Saskatchewan: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

Street Culture Kidz Project
http://www.saskculture.sk.ca/members/DirPage.asp?Org=10942

The Street Culture Kidz Project began as a temporary summer arts activity program in the inner city 
neighborhood in Regina, Sask, and has blossomed into the ‘place of a million chances’, welcoming 
young people in need of service. The agency is a much sought after resource to refer ‘hard to 
engage’ young people to, and uses social entrepreneurial programming as a way to sustain its front 
line activities. To illustrate the typical participant - ‘Calvin’ (not his real name) was referred through 
his probation worker at the age of 17. Having been incarcerated for gang involvement and related 
offenses, Calvin was no stranger to the legal system or narcotics, having become a full-blown 
cocaine addict by the age of 16. A cyclical pattern of harmful involvement – mostly role modeled 
by family members and those in his immediate community had his perceptions skewed. Gang life, 
crime and related social ills were not only anticipated – they were an acceptable way of living. 

Over the past year, Calvin dabbled in and out of Street Culture while continuing to use narcotics. 
He would sporadically attend programming, testing the genuineness of team members and the 
programming itself. Making and breaking promise after promise, he would surface from time to time, 
plagued with guilt and remorse, but receiving only continued invitations to get involved. At some 
point, agency team members gained his trust and respect.  One of the activities that Street Culture 
offers is paid work experience in a 50’s style diner in the downtown YMCA complex. Calvin really 
excelled in the kitchen area – not so much with food service, but with positive socialization – and the 
chance to direct his very natural leadership skills into positive processes. When the student is ready, 
the teacher appears… that adage reflects Calvin’s most recent choice as he successfully attended 
and completed detoxification programming. 

At nine days clean today, Calvin is so proud of having ‘the longest clean time ever!’ But the journey 
isn’t over…as hopes are replaced with action plans. A wage to earn ‘clean’ money is used as an 
incentive for many like Calvin - as we prepare him to be competitive in the labor market. And friends 
as well, true friends who stayed there along the way are plentiful. Calvin is a typical participant 
engaged in a program that yields typical results. The secret? There isn’t one. Only long-term 
relationships based on clear boundaries, realistic expectations and of course, a million chances. As 
it does take an entire community to raise a child, who would argue with our logic…isn’t every kid 
worth another chance? And another...? And another...
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CRU Youth Wellness Centre
http://www.cruwellness.com

CRU started in 1999 when a group of adults and youth came together to discuss what youth in 
our community needed. What resulted was a place where youth could find information on wellness 
topics that they thought were important. CRU, short for Connections & Resources for U, officially 
opened its doors in the fall of 1999. CRU provides a fun atmosphere for youth between the ages 
of 13-19. We promote positive relationships with self and others, diversity and understanding, and 
provide a safe environment for youth. We offer programs, workshops, drop-in activities and clinical 
services for young people. CRU is YOUTH DRIVEN. Youth decide what is important to them.  

Working within this Youth Engagement model has allowed the centre to develop a “CRU 
Community.”  Youth feel welcomed, respected, trusted, appreciated, and valued.  This environment 
encourages youth to share their experiences, ideas, and opinions freely.  Youth feel that their voices 
are heard; they are given the chance to be involved, to make decisions and to gain leadership skills. 
To support this model, CRU works with young adults to mentor participants.

The YMCA of Regina
 http://www.regina.ymca.ca

The YMCA of Regina has been providing leadership programming for youth for over 100 years. 
Specifically, our Tomorrow’s Y’s Leaders group (TYL) provides aboriginal youth with opportunities 
for leadership training, personal growth, service to others, and social development. There have been 
many exciting moments throughout TYL’s programming- an it has been an especially remarkable 
year for one of our participants, Tommy. * While attending a ‘Hip- Hop’ night at one of the local 
high schools, there was an opportunity for the audience to free-style break-dance in front of about 
sixty people. Tommy, our TYL break-dancer extraordinaire, has always been shy and timid in large 
groups. From the support of his peers within our program, Tommy conjured enough confidence to 
dance in the middle of the circle. The look on his face after overcoming his fears cannot be placed 
into writing- If I were to attempt to describe it, it would be sheer joy and a newly- discovered world 
of personal strengths.

This moment encapsulates what the Regina YMCA attempts in its daily operations. TYL’s youth 
explore the opportunity to improve their self-esteem, build upon leadership skills, strengthen 
interpersonal values, and expand their appreciation of diversity. This personal growth will allow 
youth to gain developmental assets and leadership skills, and build relationships with peers, other 
adults and leaders in the community.
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Manitoba
14 Workshops and presentations organized
26 Events and networking forums attended
10 Blogs written

“I wanted to work with a non-profit organization that 
focused on social action. TIG is one of the most genius 
online communities in existence because it’s an online 
space where youth from any corner of the world can 
access information and build networks with like-minded 
individuals. I really saw how TIG harnesses the power of 
the Internet to improve the world. It has made me aware 
that educating youth on current events is important and 
connected to action.”

—Kerry O’Connor, 
Western Team Facilitator, Winnipeg

Justine and Rebecca
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Community Highlights
2006/2007

• Organized HIV/AIDS Open Forum at local high school in partnership with university group, Students 
Against Global AIDS; guest speakers included HIV/AIDS research and Winnipeg resident living with 
HIV/AIDS.

2007/2008

• Two climate change workshops organized at University of Winnipeg with local environmental groups such 
as SUNSET.

2008/2009

• Presentation on “social networking for social change” to approximately 30 students and 10 teachers. They 
were encouraged to think forward on creative ways to access information to get youth involved in their 
community.

• Presentation on TIG’s Education platform for local teachers, with several interested in using virtual 
classrooms for human rights curriculum. 

• Informal discussions and workshops with the Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council related to fostering youth 
leadership and addressing barriers to youth participation in Manitoba.  

• Community partnerships between MCIC and the Manitoba Youth Network facilitated by CLC, to raise global 
awareness with high schools students for International Development Week. This was a great example of 
community collaboration!

Inspiring Events
Green Space Café

This event took place at a co-op, eco friendly café to provide a free space for young people to gather 
and discuss social issues over a cup of organic coffee!

Manitoba Council for International Cooperation (MCIC) ‘Water for All’ Conference (2009)

Students and teachers from across Manitoba came together to learn about water issues. They also 
learned about what their peers were doing, and what projects already existed!



Key Organizations
• Art City 

– CLC Host partner (2006/2007)

• Graffiti Gallery

• Manitoba Council for International Cooperation

• Manitoba Eco-Network

• Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council

• Students Against Global AIDS

Allies
Erica Young –Youth Engagement Coordinator 
at Manitoba Eco-Network

Erica’s environmentally-minded, creative and innovative 
approaches to engaging youth on climate change issues make 
her a strong advocate for young people.  She has also created 
a social network for environmentally active youth in Manitoba 
(http://www.mbecoyouth.org/). Erica co-facilitated several 
workshops with the CLC Coordinator in 2008/2009. 

Jason Granger – former Executive Director at Art City

Jason was always a strong support of CLC, having hosted the 
2006/2007 coordinators, and finding opportunities to involve 
CLC with Art City initiatives, such as the Teen club.

Shoba Gowribalan



Coordinators

Hemali Vyas
2006/2007

Dana Murray
2007/2008

Kerry O’Connor
2008/2009

Manitoba

“Some specific issues that I would like my open 
forum to focus on are universal access to anti-
retroviral treatment and the effect of HIV locally.  
I feel that it is necessary to have this discussion in 
my community as I know of many groups ... have 
not had a way of networking with one another. 
There is a lot of focus on developing nations and 
HIV but many people don’t realize that the virus 
effects people within our community everyday.”

—Hemali Vyas

Charity Fadun
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Manitoba: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

Art City
http://www.artcityinc.com

Art City, located in the heart of West Broadway, is a diverse and vibrant Winnipeg inner-city 
neighbourhood, and recently celebrated ten years of successful community arts programming. To 
share this milestone with our community, Art City invited two professional artists, Jennie O’Keefe 
(Winnipeg), and Amy Lockhart (Vancouver) to work with Art City participants to turn our annual 
summer parade into our biggest community art event yet. Together, these artists and Art City 
participants created the Super Sweet Birthday Party Parade. They imagined and sketched any ideas 
that came to mind. They designed parade floats that were gigantic birthday cakes, birthday candles, 
party foods; hot dogs, hamburgers, and ice cream. They imagined bright and silly party costumes; a 
larger than life pin-the-tail-on-the-donkey and horse heads for every bike. 

For one month, an average of twenty participants a night and our guest artists worked hard to build 
these designs into parade floats using cardboard, papier machê, recycled objects and paint. As 
an all-ages drop-in centre, with the majority of our participants youth ages eight to twelve, there is 
always important role-modeling and mentorship happening between our younger youth, older youth 
and adults. The weather for the day of the parade was amazing and over 600 community members 
and friends came out to delight in the Super Sweet Birthday Party Parade. As the parade sculptures, 
costumes, and accompanying art were created and used by community members it was a genuine 
celebration of West Broadway.

Manitoba Eco-Network
http://www.mbeconetwork.org

Our greatest success this year was launching “Green Café”. This is an informal monthly gathering 
for environmental youth at a central coffee shop, modeled after the popular “Green Drinks” (www.
greendrinks.org), but held in a venue that is accessible to all ages. The idea was proposed at 
our annual youth forum, when participants observed that one of the best parts of a youth forum 
or conference is the informal networking that happens in between (or during) the speakers and 
workshops. High school students in particular (in comparison to university students) often find 
themselves alone or one of few at their school, in their passion for environmental issues and their 
desire to take action.

Spending time in larger groups of youth with similar passions is energizing and motivating. 
When youth have spaces where they feel they belong, it boosts their self-confidence and fuels 
them to take action. Green Café is a great way to provide youth with the opportunity to continue 
connecting, inspiring and supporting each other between the big events (e.g.: conferences, forums, 
symposiums) of the year.
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Alternative Energy Array Project
By Spencer Nelson, Vincent Massey Collegiate

My greatest achievement this past year has been my involvement with my school’s Alternative 
Energy Array project. The past couple years have been spent organizing and raising money for a 
wind turbine to be put on the school’s roof, as the first stage of our project. Earlier this school year, 
this stage was completed as the turbine was installed and is now operational (and generating clean 
power for our school!). We’ve also received two solar panels that will soon be joining the turbine on 
the roof, and are in the process of implementing a composting program into the school. It’s been a 
great experience for me, and I feel proud to be making a difference in my community.

Nor’West Co-op Community Health 
Centre/Gilbert Park Going Places
http://www.norwesthealth.ca/Nor_West_Co-op_Community_Health_Centre/About_Us.html

Working with youth is just one of the aspects of social justice that I find incredibly important. 
Since moving to Winnipeg, I have been inundated with seeing the pressures that growing up in 
an inner-city can make kids face, and how many barriers that youth face simply because of color, 
neighbourhood, or income level. Working with at-risk youth through a community health centre 
and doing community development work lets me do something about this, especially considering 
that where I work is a co-op, and seeks input from community residents as a way of deciding what 
services are needed. Every three months the drop-in centre has a youth advisory meeting, and 
receives a number of programming suggestions from young people directly. I would love to have it 
so that the kids run the centre themselves someday, but for now, just getting them to open up and 
participate is a huge success for us!

OCIC Postcard Project
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Ontario

“The key overall success of CLC Ontario has been the 
name recognition and momentum that has been built 
over the last 2 years. In the communities we are working 
in, organizations have learned about us through general 
buzz in the community. This visibility can be seen in us 
being present at a large number of community events to 
us having a voice in these events.”

—CLC Ontario Team

Starting in 2007/2008, with the additional 
support of the Ontario Trillium Foundation, 
CLC Canada was able to expand its 
outreach in Ontario with a focus on four 
communities: Ottawa, Thunder Bay, 
Timmins and Toronto. With a greater 
presence in the province, we engaged 
a vast number of groups and youth as 
outlined below.

chris cicchino
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The Honourable 
Bryon Wilfert, MP
Constituency: Richmond Hill

I began my formal career as an educator teaching political science, 
history and law at Havergill College for 20 years. My time spent working 
with youth supported the foundation of my deep-seated belief in youth 
participation and partnerships. 

As the Member of Parliament for Richmond Hill, I am fortunate to have 
the opportunity to communicate with the youth population in my Riding. 
I regularly send newsletters on topics concerning the youth. Every 
year, Youth Citizenship Awards are received by high school students 
recognizing their contribution to their school and community. There is 
also a $1,000 Bryon Wilfert Scholarship given to a student who is in need 
of financial help during their post-secondary education.  My new website 
will have a youth dedicated section, which TIG will be a part of. By 
providing such an avenue of communication, this will further encourage 
those wishing to participate in their community. It will also provide 
information to every program available through the various government 
departments focused on young people.

I believe that the generation of young adults wants to participate more 
than ever and it is imperative that opportunities for them to do so are 
made available through the necessary resources. An organization such as 
TakingITGlobal (TIG) has set an amazing example in providing a plethora 
of information for youth. I applaud the organization in taking such an 
initiative. Young people continue to demonstrate their engagement, their 
energy, intelligence and passion. Not only are they our future, but they 
are also our NOW.
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Ontario: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

411 Initiative for Change
http://www.whatsthe411.ca

We were inspired to start our work when we were students in high school. Many of the 
presentations that were brought into our schools were not engaging and did not capture our 
attention or imaginations. We decided to be proactive and began creating arts-based social 
education presentations ourselves. The feedback from our peers and others in the community is 
what encouraged us to expand the scope of our work. Our initiatives are spreading awareness 
within the education system and giving educators tools to raise awareness on important social 
issues and minority education. Our initiatives are designed not only to spread awareness, but to 
encourage activism by giving young people tools by which they can be agents of change in their 
communities. A great example of this is our HIV/AIDS Global Awareness school presentation tour, 
which we brought to schools in 2007 and 2008.  We were able to visit schools in various parts and 
spread awareness of the social-political factors contributing to the spread of AIDS within certain 
communities and how poverty, ignorance, gender inequality and war contribute to the global 
pandemic. We were able to gather feedback online from various students and educators, we learned 
that more students became active in their schools and communities, starting AIDS clubs and raising 
awareness and funds. 

Our greatest achievement to date has been the awareness and activism we have created around 
Girls Rights. Our girls rights program has been delivered to tens of thousands of students, girls 
and boys in schools in Urban and Rural communities across Ontario and Quebec, this program 
was also featured on CBC television. This program was a multi-partnership between: Plan 
Canada, MTV Canada and the 411 Initiative for Change, and involved spreading awareness about 
girls’ rights in Canada and the globe. The overall program includes three mini-documentaries 
featuring MTV Canada hosts paired up with girls from Columbia, South Sudan and Haiti who have 
undertaken initiatives in their community to promote Girls’ Rights. The program also includes 
school presentations and a web site where young people can share their ideas and initiatives and 
access information. This program is still underway and has been requested repeatedly by educators 
nationwide.

Youth Action Network
http://www.youthactionnetwork.org

What is unique about Youth Action Network is that our approach to activism is completely 
grassroots in that it is for youth, by youth. There are many programs out there that aim to empower 
youth, but youth are not included in the creation of those programs. Even our Board of Directors is 
100% youth-run, and at our conferences and events we aim to have 100% youth speakers. I think 
that this is inspiring to participants because not only can they take part in the programming, but 
they can also help plan the next event and give their feedback. Our youth initiatives are positively 
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impacting Canadian communities in many ways. Most recently we were recognized as a finalist for 
the Canadian Race Relations Foundation’s Award of Excellence for Youth Action Network’s annual 
conference RUCKUS!, a free conference for high school-aged youth of colour, their allies and other 
concerned youth. RUCKUS! was started in 2002 as a response to the lack of inclusion of youth of 
colour into current social justice and environmental movements. Our goal is to introduce participants 
to existing activism and community work, to provide safe spaces for youth of colour to discuss 
racism and provide practical skills and tools for youth to take action in their communities.  

It is also important to provide programming that is accessible, free, subsidized, and inclusive of 
many cultures. For example at our latest event Grounded, the 2009 Youth Week opening party, we 
had a mix of hip-hop, spoken word, as well as psychedelic, no-wave indie music and a banjo player. 
By including and crossing genres we hope to create an inclusive environment where everyone feels 
comfortable. I think that Youth Action Network, and many of the other youth-led organizations in 
the GTA, would greatly benefit from participating in a national network. While our mandate is to 
serve youth nationally, we only have so much reach and it would be great to be a part of a more 
formalized network to share best practices and find out what problems youth are facing across the 
country.

Boys and Girls Clubs of Canada
http://www.bgccan.com

The Boys and Girls Clubs of Canada had the chance to partner with TIG, to support and implement 
the Change That Clicks program between, 2007-2009. We had the opportunity to train our staff that 
then facilitated the program in 20 local Boys and Girls Clubs across the Canada! As part of BGCC’s 
CanTech initiative, supported by Microsoft and the Unlimited Potential Community Technology Skills 
Program, local Clubs have strengthened their commitment to providing youth with the opportunities 
they need to further their skill set with the focus on media literature, technology and internet safety. 

The program combined technology and socially-based issues to actively engage youth and create 
awareness of global issues that are currently affecting the world. Change That Clicks also provided 
both the skills and mechanisms necessary to take positive action on these emerging issues and it 
provides the necessary tools to safely use information and communication technologies. It is our 
hope that we will continue implementing this program in the future to reach as many youth as we 
can!

The Students Commission - Young 
Decision Makers (YDM)
http://ydm.engagementcentre.ca

We have found that to truly engage young people, opportunities can’t come from the top down; 
rather they need to be their ideas, that we help develop. In the summer of 2006 the Students 
Commission and the Centre of Excellence for Youth Engagement, with our partners throughout 
Canada were able to hire 18 youth summer staff, with diverse backgrounds and experiences. They 
identified this as a project that interested them and felt that they could contribute to its inception. 
The initial goal was to collect data from youth about the concept of a national youth body and to 
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answer the question, “Is this something youth think is important and something that they want?” 
Since then, something more meaningful has occurred: young people have identified a desire to 
take a much more active role, promoting the concept to their friends, classmates, teachers and 
other youth, engaging more and more people in the discussion about the development of not just 
a structure or a body – but to explore a process that can exist to ensure youth voice is heard in 
Canada. Simply put, this process has become the YDM project.

YDM is a body of youth, young adults and adult allies from across the country working 
collaboratively to ensure that youth voice is heard in formal and informal decision-making bodies 
(governments, systems and organizations). In the last three years, some of our major milestones are 
that over a 1000 young Canadians have told us through surveys and discussions that they wanted 
more youth voice in decision-making, We have also held national and regional meetings in 2007 and 
2008 to brainstorm our guiding principles, structure and process while testing the YDM model. We 
have also worked with provincial and federal governments on several issues such as National Child 
Day and Poverty Reduction Strategies.  In the past year, YDM surveyed approximately 1500 young 
Canadians in a National Child Rights Monitoring initiative to let Canada and the United Nations 
know what young people think about their rights. Our representatives have begun sitting on national 
advisory groups to help guide the work that will impact young Canadians everywhere.

YouthScape Thunder Bay
http://www.youthscape.ca/Communities_Thunder.html

The Greenhouse Affect is a local youth-led initiative in Thunder Bay, Ontario funded by 
YouthScapes, and United Way. We are currently in the process of building a public greenhouse to 
serve as an education hub and resource centre for youth who want to learn more about growing 
food. As young leaders of tomorrow, we recognize that our current globalized food system is wildly 
unsustainable and often ethically unfair. We want to encourage food systems that instead support 
small scale, ecological agriculture practices that respect both the land and the farmers who work on 
it.

Furthermore, in a world of fast-food and fad diets, we are trying to reconnect youth with their food 
and help them make healthy and informed choices about what they consume. After all, you are what 
you eat! The United Way of Thunder Bay YouthScape project envisions Thunder Bay to become a 
leader in neighbourhood capacity building that invests in and promotes a sustained and coordinated 
response to youth development that will empower youth to affect positive community change.

Hand Over Hand
My personal motivation for starting Hand Over Hand was that my brother was Autistic and there 
were a lack of programs available in the community, not to mention a lack of awareness of 
disabilities in general. Many public schools had gotten rid of their special education programs, 
including the one that my brother was in. It was clearly a form of exclusion and isolation, and was 
necessary to start a group in the community so that youth with disabilities can feel safe, accepted, 
mobilized, and welcome in a non-judgmental or exclusive environment. HOH is made up of 
volunteers and members of all abilities, and do various activities in the community such as bowling 
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and local festivals. I think that we have made a change in our community because we are visible.

HOH would benefit nationally if chapters of it opened across Canada, uniting people of small 
communities until awareness is achieved. It is also important for intersections between people of 
all abilities, gender, sexual orientation, location and race so that we can counter ignorance. Our 
greatest achievement was our fundraiser last summer. We convinced people to learn about our 
group, while at the same time raising $200 for Bloorview Kid’s Rehab. This was great because 
our members helped others in need, while at the same time interacting within the community 
and working together toward a common goal. Hand Over Hand by far is one of my greatest 
achievements, and I am so proud and honoured to share it with others.

Peel Environmental Youth Alliance
http://www.peyalliance.com

The Peel Environmental Youth Alliance (PEYA) project was founded when Jasmeet Sidhu, a 
Brampton, Ontario Secondary School student, contacted adult community organizer, Stephanie 
Crocker, currently at EcoSource.  Jasmeet was inspired to start a youth environmental network to 
support student-run environmental initiatives after attending a conference that brought together 
students working on environmental action in isolated pockets across Peel. And so PEYA was born 
and operates as a youth-adult partnership with EcoSource, where youth and adults teach, act, 
learn from one another.   We believe that intergenerational partnerships strengthen the fabric of our 
communities by mutually supporting each partner to make positive change.  Adult organizations and 
institutions that work with PEYA have benefited from the creativity, wisdom and passion rising from 
Peel’s youth who have taken hold of change in their communities.    We are currently embarking on 
a project to build the capacity for youth and adult groups to work together for environmental change 
in communities across Ontario.

In the PEYA model, adults support youth leadership skills, opportunities, and youth mentorship, 
and decision-making is shared between the student Executive Committee and EcoSource’s PEYA 
Coordinator.  PEYA fosters an environment for student-to-student learning to occur, and paves 
the way for youth to gain confidence and skills to be excellent leaders, to mentor other students, 
to manage environmental projects at their schools, and to participate in policy change and local, 
national and international levels. In 2007 and 2008, TakingITGlobal worked with PEYA to develop an 
interactive online community for PEYA members, supported by a grant from the Laidlaw Foundation.

Project MADE, by Romil Dharia
Since 2006, I have been  involved in plenty of initiatives varying from Project Not-So-Much (a young 
men’s group), Project PEACE (an anti-gun and gang youth group), Change That Clicks (an innovative 
program that teaches boys and girls how to use the internet positively), and others. I have witnessed 
myself grow from a casual participant to someone who is eager to learn new skills, to someone who 
takes responsibility and eventually to a program manager and coordinator.

In January of 2008, Joseph Singh and I founded Project MADE. Project MADE is a youth leadership 
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initiative crossing international borders.  We have been working on-and-off with a Ghanaian youth 
group called Curious Minds to create a leadership program document that can be implemented 
universally in various settings. The first setting will be in Accra, Ghana. In the past two years, 
progress has been gruelingly slow at times and inspiring at others. However, both Joseph and I have 
been learning how to do things like write proposals and facilitate discussions as we move forward. 

 Guided by our mission and vision, we seek to provide youth with the opportunity to develop 
their skills in leadership, facilitation and collaboration in order for them to take leadership roles in 
their communities and effect positive change. Through components such as rights education and 
increasing awareness of global challenges facing young people, we aim to provide youth with the 
tools they need to educate and empower other young people.

Hamilton Community Foundation
http://www.hcf.on.ca

For the sixth successive year, Hamilton Community Foundation’s Youth Advisory Council will engage 
secondary school students from across the city in its “Living the Environment” conference this 
fall. Partnering with Mohawk College has provided an optimal venue for the day; workshops with 
environmental experts and lots of hands-on activities keep students involved and excited. Almost 
every area school has attended resulting in a strong focus on environmental issues that motivates 
students to then plan projects for their own schools. Following the conference, schools apply for 
grants of up to $700 CAD to support those projects. 

Over the past five years, YAC has distributed grants totaling almost $70,000 CAD to the schools. 
Projects have included eco-fairs to teach minimization of carbon footprints, bike racks to encourage 
sustainable transportation, green roof initiatives, naturalization of school grounds, switch-off 
campaigns, and recycling programs. Being part of actually doing something positive that has a 
lasting effect is what YAC members feel very strongly about.

Town Youth Participation Strategies (TYPS)
http://www.typs.com

TYPS is the ultimate grassroots success story. It has grown from a dozen youth and a few 
supportive adult allies, to a few small towns, and now to a national movement with over 500 
organizations now involved. Our model and approach is based on the ideas that there is local 
knowledge and skills in every community, available from young and old. Collectively we can share 
and learn from each other in achieving our individual and collective goals — all we need to do 
is connect and support youth voice, engagement, and participation. TYPS facilitates regional 
workshops and meetings across Canada and hosts an annual conference where youth and 
youth coordinators gather to share their successes. Conference 2009 had representatives from 
all 10 provinces and 3 territories, over 270 in attendance, reflecting small communities with less 
than populations of 300, to the major cities of Canada, representing a wide diversity of cultural 
backgrounds and life experience.

TYPS Conferences are special - providing an unusual blend of experiences in participation and 
engagement, being a mentor while being mentored, and realizing personal and organizational 
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Martha Hall Findlay, MP
Constituency: Willowdale

One of the challenges I face as a politician is the large number of young people 
who are frustrated with the process—with the long, sometimes insurmountable 
distance between a good idea and an implemented policy. These are young people 
who have ideas, many of them really good ideas, who want to be heard, who try 
to be heard. Unfortunately, a good idea will often not become implemented policy 
because of the circumstances—the realities of world economics, local economics, 
domestic finance, budgetary constraints, regional sensitivities, partisan politics (both 
external and internal) and various other factors.  All play into whether any particular 
policy has a chance of being turned into action at the government level. And if a 
particular idea fails to become an implemented policy, through no fault of their own, 
the proponents may feel ineffective; worse, they may feel, even if not true, that they 
have not been listened to, that their time has been wasted. And this is unfortunate. 
To be clear, this frustration with the process is not limited to young people—it’s true 
for anyone interested in policy and policy development. It is, however, challenging 
for those of us who want, in particular, to see a greater level of youth engagement.

Thanks to the initiative, creativity, enthusiasm and hard work of a young part-time 
staff member, Elizabeth Dubois, we set up an on-line forum called Project YV—Your 
Values, Your Voice, Your Vision. YV is an evolving project; we started off simply asking 
how we could use Web 2.0 to communicate best in the political world. Quickly the 
question was reformulated: How do we set up the forum itself? What kind of format 
should we use? What will be most accessible to younger people? What approach 
would best elicit thoughtful input? Inspired by suggestions from youth across the 
country, we have started a YouTube channel, a blog and a discussion series. Project 
YV is allowing us to engage in meaningful discussion about what matters today, and 
how we can, effectively, make change for the better. The flexibility of the project—
allowing participants to help create the parameters and process of the project 
itself—fits well with the fast paced nature of Canadian politics and the lives of today’s 
young people. At the heart of the project is enabling engagement, in a realistic, 
effective way. It is a work in progress, but one that we are very excited about.
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Community Highlights
• Open forum on the Right to be Heard (children and youth rights) in partnership with la Fédération de la 

Jeunesse Franco-Ontarienne.  25 Franco-Ontario high school students participated and learned about 
the UN Convention of the Rights of the Child (CRC) and how to exercise these rights. 

• Organized the Global Gallery Film Fest to raise awareness of human rights issues worldwide featured 
youth produced documentaries and in person talks with young directors and community activists.

• Taking Action workshops in local schools, connecting with 120 high school students; one youth was 
inspired and decided to gather his peers and pick up trash and recyclables around Montabello Park. 

• Web 2.0 for Social Change workshops at local youth conferences, including the Roots and Shoots 
conference organized by Jane Goodall Institute.

Inspiring Events
One World Film Festival

There is always a strong youth presence at these festivals. They had a showcase for films made by youth 
and gave a large amount of youth in attendance the opportunity to interact with filmmakers from other 
countries and network with organization and ambassadors, fostering cross-cultural learning. 

Inspire This – Ottawa 2008

A conference on youth leadership held by Child and Youth Friendly Ottawa for youth ages 14-17. While 
this event brought organizations to motivate youth, they gave space for individual youth to share their 
grassroots projects.  They showcased a group doing a fundraising dinner for Kenyan schoolgirls and two 
sisters sold CDs to raise funds for charity.

Dr Ruby Dhalla, MP
Constituency: Brampton-Springdale

Youth are our future. Their hopes, dreams, beliefs, ideas and vision are the 
building blocks of success for our community, our country and our world. 
Listening, encouraging, understanding and believing will inspire youth to believe 
in themselves. Government, society, and families must work together to ensure 
young people have the resources and tools they need to succeed. Visiting 
schools in my riding and in rural communities throughout the world I have seen 
first hand the incredible potential that exists when youth are given opportunity 
and hope for a better tomorrow and brighter future. Youth today must be inspired 
to believe in themselves, achieve their goals and succeed in their dreams.

Ottawa
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Community Highlights
• Web 2.0 for Social Change workshops with over 20 organizations and 30 educators, including full day 

workshop with United Way City Leaders program. Workshop initially piloted with Walter and Duncan 
Gordon Foundation.

• Organized Climate Change: Youth Take Action workshop with local high school, which partook in National 
Climate Change Postcard contest; one student was a grand prize winner.

• Half-day workshop on Diversity and Identity with YMCA Montreal group in Toronto for an exchange 
program. The topic was especially relevant since the youth were mindful of their identity as Francophone 
youth in a predominantly English-speaking city.

• Ran Change That Clicks program in 3 Boys and Girls clubs, including the pilot at St. Albans club.

• Organized full day workshop on networking as part of Ignite the Americas event, with youth artists from across 
Americas.

• Workshops and presentations at over 15 conferences including Be Hear Take Action 2008 conference by 
City of Vaughn Youth Advisory Council, Fires of Resistance conference by Council of Agencies Serving 
South-Asians, Roots and Shoots conference by Jane Goodall Institute.

• Two day Change That Clicks facilitation training with 13 Boys and Girls clubs from across Canada.

Inspiring Events
Dare to Dream – Toronto 2009

A conference held by the Toronto District School Board for youth in grades 7 and 8 to explore their dreams 
through global issues.  The energy was high with several opportunities for youth to become civically-engaged. 

IMPACT Conference

Though this event took place in Washington DC, it left a lasting impression on the CLC Ontario coordinators.  
Being able to share approaches on youth engagement with US participants  and connect with hundreds of 
US youth and organizations firsthand was a valuable experience on a personal and professional level.  

Greenpower Conference

This environmental activism conference for younger youth was unique in how it engaged participants.  All 
students were part of a contest that lasted the duration of the conference to propose an environmental 
initiative for their community. Participants were motivated to take what they learned from workshops and 
presentations and apply it to their proposal.    

Key Club 

Event organized by two young women to connect highly social-engaged youth from Toronto; this was a great 
networking opportunity because the group of people present were very inspiring.  

Unity Gala

Bringing together youth leaders from all regions of the Greater Toronto Area to celebrate their successes over 
good food and music.  The youth  present are truly representative of Toronto’s cultural diversity. 

Toronto



Key Organizations
• Amnesty Canada

• YOUCAN (CLC Host partner)

• Child and Youth Friendly Ottawa

• STAND Canada

Allies
Lindsay Aranoff – Ottawa Stand Canada:

As a young activist she is the founder of the Grassroots String 
Initiative.  Lindsay helped connect CLC to other groups and 
helped facilitate various CLC events. She also promoted TIG 
within her networks in a time when we were very new to the 
Ottawa youth community.  

Keri Abella – Child and Youth Friendly Ottawa

Her approach to youth civic engagement, being for youth by 
youth, is very impactful in empowering the youth she works 
with.  She ensures the celebration of successes of youth and 
continually building their leadership capacity by involving them 
in the planning and implementation of CAYFO initiatives.

14 Workshops and presentations organized
40 Events and networking forums attended
48 Blogs written

Daryl Kramp, MP
Constituency: Prince Edward—Hastings

We must all remember that the decision-makers of tomorrow 
are the youth of today. Let us all work together as parents, 
educators and legislators to give them the tools and 
character-building guidance they need to successfully take 
up the mantle of responsibility and lead this country and her 
people to new heights of excellence.



Coordinators

Ottawa

Medin Admasu
2006/2007

Nicole Ives-Allison
2007/2008/2009

Kyle Simunovic
2007/2008

Lynne Lessard
2008/2009

“Measuring youth participation strictly 
by ballot participation will get us 
nowhere. We must come to understand 
that youth are especially keen on taking 
new routes - their own routes - to 
affecting change.”

“AIDS is everywhere and it can affect 
anyone. It does not discriminate. It is 
my hope that on this World AIDS Day 
we can remember the lives of all people 
who have died from AIDS and who are 
living with HIV regardless of who they 
are, what they do or have done or where 
they live. A human life is a human life 
and even one life is too many to lose.”

—Nikki Allison



Key Organizations
• Global Campaign for Education

• Manifesto

• Ontario Council for International Cooperation

• Ontario Science Centre

• Project YouthTube

• ProjectMade

• Toronto District School Board

• United Youth Initiative

• YMCA Toronto Allies
John Jack – Toronto CanTech Coordinator, Boys and Girls Club 
of Canada

John’s a force to be reckoned with. His approachable and 
humorous manner engages youth from all backgrounds, and 
makes him a powerful adult ally. His priority is always doing 
what is most empowering and comfortable for the Boys and 
Girls Club youth.  

Romil Dharia

As a  true TIG ambassador, Romil’s drive to develop 
youth leadership and cross-cultural understanding is an 
inspiration to TIG staff.  His fearless attitude towards social 
change shines through as he continually strives to make 
connections with youth serving groups in Toronto, while 
generating new ideas and projects to develop youth locally 
and globally.  

John McPhee – TDSB

Really supportive of TIG, and took the time to meet over 
coffee with CLC coordinators to discussion ideas for 
strengthening youth engagement in Toronto.  His drive was 

22 Workshops and presentations organized
45 Events and networking forums attended
19 Blogs written



Coordinators

Aurora Herrera
2007/2008

Muneeb Syed
2007/2008

Nyla Obaid
2008/2009

Toronto

Mark Holland, MP
Constituency: Ajax—Pickering

I tabled a bill in Parliament [on November 4, 2004] to lower 
the voting age to 16 because I’m deeply concerned about 
the low voter turnout among Canadians under 25.  By 
allowing young people to participate in the electoral system 
when they are in school, and often taking civics courses, 
we reinforce a pattern of voter participation that will stay 
with them throughout life. Young people can join a political 
party and choose a Prime Minister, and they can die for 
their country in war, but under present laws they can’t vote 
for a local candidate. I find this inconsistent. We should be 
doing all we can to encourage youth to participate in the 
democratic process.

“The things that interested me most at the 
IMPACT conference were talking about 
community-based and youth-led research- 
research being learning tools, and giving the 
power of being able to do that research into the 
hands of youth with our guidance. It helps involve 
the people affected by the policies be really 
involved over the whole duration of the project.”

—Nyla Obaid
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Community Highlights
• Organized demonstrations and Taking Action workshops for World AIDS Day (Dec 1) and Climate Day of 

Action (Dec 6); local youth also participated in international live chat for World AIDS Day on TIG site.

• Community forum on The Role of ICTS in Community Development; opened the door for both expressed 
interest and concerns over the emergence of social networking communities.  

• Two Web 2.0 for Social Change workshop at TYPS provincial youth conference, connecting with 100 youth. 

• CLC Thunderbay coordinator selected as group leader and workshop facilitator for Young Decision Makers 
conference, organized by Student Commission.

• Knowledge Translation youth group actively using TIG’s project platform for online coordination 

Inspiring Events
Mobilizing Minds

Training held for young people to raise awareness on youth mental health issues.

Thunder Bay

Honourable Peter Milliken, MP
Constituency: Kingston and the Islands

I have been fortunate enough to engage with a number of thoughtful youth in my federal riding 
of Kingston and the Islands over the course of my service as a Member of Parliament, and have 
witnessed firsthand the positive effects that youth engagement on both the local and federal 
level can have. Beyond the engagement that I have had with Kingston youths through my visits 
to local elementary and secondary schools over the years, I have had the pleasure of working 
with students from Queen’s University on a number of occasions. 

Perhaps the most notable initiative in this regard has been the annual Queen’s Model 
Parliament, which has given me the opportunity to host hundreds of Queen’s students at 
parliament each year as they learn about the parliamentary system, discuss current issues 
and seek to formulate policies that would benefit our nation. Through these events, I have had 
the pleasure of meeting countless civic-minded students and have witnessed the way that 
engagement at a national level can influence and complement community action.



Community Highlights
Recognizing that there are very few youth-serving organizations in Timmins, the local CLC team decided to 
organize a series of intergenerational events, in order to change general attitudes of the community around 
the importance of youth engagement. In total, 21 workshops, open forums and presentations were held between 
January and May 2008, which led to incredible support from local allies and youth for continued initiatives.  Events 
touched on issues such as climate change, women’s rights, aboriginal rights, and Taking Action.  

• Change That Clicks March Break – Timmins 2008 
TIG’s Change That Clicks curriculum was adapted for local community. 8 youth ages 8 to 12 participated in 
the weeklong program over March Break, exploring global issues using technology. 

• Taking Action workshop focused on building school for Attawapiskat, First Nations reserve; in partnership 
with Charlie Angus, MP. 

• Regularly manned booths at local mall and youth club at prime locations to connect with youth informally 
about TIG and CLC. 

Inspiring Events
Timmins Youth Forum 

Gave local youth a voice as well as an opportunity to speak directly with their representatives 
of the 3 levels of government. Participating schools were asked to submit proposals for 
change, one sharing the idea of making the City of Timmins officially bilingual.

Equal Voices – Timmins 2009

An event held by Equal Voices that engaged young women from 
Timmins’ high schools on political engagement.  

Timmins

Pierre Poilievre, MP
Constituency: Nepean—Carleton

The energy, enthusiasm and commitment of youth cannot be matched. Their minds  will 
imagine what Canada can be, and their hands that will mold it. The results that youth 
achieve will determine the future success of Canada.

Youth is the driving force behind change. Youthful perspectives and youth involvement in 
law, government, policy-making, and non-governmental organizations will inspire us and 
guide us; they keep us going. That is why I encourage youth everywhere to make their 
voices heard: participate in political campaigns, volunteer with a local representative, or 
participate in your schools’ debate clubs. Find your passion and pursue it relentlessly.



Key Organizations
• Anishnawbe-Mushkiki

• Changing Our World

• Community Youth Coalition (CLC host partner)

• Health Engaging Youth

• Ontario Students Against Impaired Driving

• Regional Multicultural Youth Council (CLC host partner)

• YouthScape Thunderbay

Allies
Moffat Makuto – Regional Multicultural Youth Council

He is highly respected and trusted by Thunder Bay youth who are 
seeking a safe space and healthy youth-adults relationships.  He 
empowers the youth at RMYC to support one another, start their 
own community initiatives, and celebrate their culture and identity.  

11 Workshops and presentations organized
20 Events and networking forums attended
13 Blogs written

Honourable Bob Rae, MP
Constituency: Toronto Centre

A new generation is coming alive with a new spirit and a new 
commitment. It is idealistic, engaged, and global in its outlook. 
We all benefit when we respond positively to this new spirit.



Coordinators

Pauline Fogarty
2007-2009

Valentina Rae
2007/2008

Christine Battle
2008/2009

“It is good to communicate with people often to 
find out if you are bridging the valley between 
diverse groups and individuals you are working 
with.. Something that keeps coming up for 
me in my work is mental health where I would 
like to become more of a resource person.”

—Pauline Fogarty

Thunder Bay



Key Organizations
• Katimavik

• Youth Leaders on Board

22 Workshops and presentations organized
4 Events and networking forums attended
19 Blogs written

“It’s going really well and I’m especially happy 
about being able to use my French language 
knowledge alot. I’m really happy to be part of 
a project that is providing bilingual services 
to our community, the way it should be!”

—Lynne Lessard

Allies
Charlie Angus – Timmins MP

Out of his busy schedule as an MP, he always 
made youth a commitment in his political 
events. During the Attawapiskat campaign 
he invited youth to voice their opinions and 
take the lead in the community. He also co-
facilitated a Taking Action workshop with CLC. 

Joel – engaged youth in Timmins

Highlighted the importance of serving both the 
Anglophone and Francophone communities 
in areas such as Timmins, and bridging 
Francophone/Anglophone communities. 
Having Joel’s eager and enthusiastic 
participation in our events kept an emphasis 
on bilingualism and served as a reminder 
that citizens should honour and respect the 
linguistic nature of the community. 



Coordinators
Staci Kentish

2007/2008

Philip Fry
2007/2008

Lynne Lessard
2007/2008

Lindsay Beaudoin
2008/2009

Timmins

Greg Rickford, MP
Constituency: Kenora

Canada succeeds when our youth succeed. Healthy communities 
play an important role in ensuring this happens. Youth need to be 
inspired and connected. Education, training, mentorship and social 
participation are all significant in encouraging them to become and 
stay involved in healthy activities.
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Quebec
16 Workshops and presentations organized
40 Events and networking forums attended
135 Blogs written

Maria Mourani, MP
Députée d’Ahuntsic, Bloc Québécois

In my riding of Ahuntsic in Montreal, I am actively working for the well-being of 
youth. I am particularly concerned about street gangs and young people facing 
exclusion problems.

Young people are our nation’s future. It is therefore critical that we help them 
not only take their place in society, but also grow up in a safe environment and 
realize their potential as adults. That is why prevention is an essential tool.

With the cooperation of local stakeholders, I actively supported the Centre des 
jeunes Saint-Sulpice youth centre, which created a community patrol initiative 
as part of a pilot project. This summer, a team of young people will help other 
youth in order to prevent confrontations and situations that have the potential 
to escalate. Community patrols will help reduce police intervention to what is 
absolutely essential and help build trust with troubled youth.

I believe that practical measures can forge a strong generation, which in turn 
will build a strong nation.
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Community Highlights
2006/2007

• Networking forum:  invite several youth service providers from Montreal area to forum hosted at 
Boscoville, in order to introduce community to TakingITGlobal and CLC Canada and explore future 
opportunities for engagement and capacity-building.

• Carried out needs assessment with youth serving organization in Quebec City to have a better 
understanding of their ICT Capacity and interest in social networking for social change. 

2007/2008

• Climate change workshop organized with Bibliotheque nationale du Quebec in Montreal. 

• Change That Clicks sessions in partnerships with Dawson Boys and Girls Club.

2008/2009

• Ran Web 2.0 for Social Change and Take Action on MDGs workshops at World Youth Congress, of which 
TakingITGlobal was an organizing partner.

• Panelist on Citizen Regeneration panel at Community Foundations of Canada Conference

• Speaker at Web 2.0 forum held by MATI about role of ICTs for education and social change

• Participated in Francophone Youth Civic Engagement  international forum (Sommet de la Francophonie) as 
well as Governor General event for young leaders that followed the event.

• Youth Speak Democracy” event - This post election national live chat was organized in partnership with 
CBC Montreal’s program Montréal Matters.  Youth spoke about the role of technology in active citizenship, 
with CLC coordinators running an online national chat simultaneous connected to CBC radio show. Two 
CLC staff, Justine Castonguay and Mai Ngo, acted as guest speaker on radio show.

• Environmental Leadership roundtable organized with Canada World Youth to brainstorm how CWY 
programs can become more environmentally-friendly.

Inspiring Events
The open forum organized by INM Open Forum - 2009 

The panel discussion talked about sustainable development, climate change, citizenship, leadership, economic 
growth and solidarity. 

2ème Festival Francophone de la poésie des jeunes

Al Gore’s Climate Project youth training in Montreal, Quebec; participants learned how to effectively raise 
awareness about climate change using interactive multimedia presentations.  

Apathy Is Boring Concert on Women and Politics: very engaging approach in celebrating the arts while 
educating youth about democracy.  



Key Organizations
• Action Culture – CLC Host partner (2007)

• Apathy Is Boring – CLC Host partner (2006)

• CBC Montreal

• Institut de Nouveau Monde

• Canada World Youth – CLC Host partner (2008/2009)

• Alternatives – CLC Host partner (2007/2008)

• Forum Jeunesse de l’Île de Montreal

• Carrefour Tier-Monde

• Plan Nagua

• Table de concertation des forums jeunesse régionaux du Québec 
– CLC Host partner (2008/2009)

• YMCA Saint-Laurent

Allies
Sébastien Lemire - Agent de participation 
citoyenne of the Forum jeunesse de l’île de 
Montréal 

Sébastien is a dedicated youth advocate working 
with passion and drive! He helped to promote TIG’s 
live chats and workshops on FJIM’s network.

Laurent Ye - Founder and President of Weekly 

Through Laurent’s work, he informs the public 
and increases their awareness on environmental 
issues by letting them see the facts from a different 
perspective. He also volunteers with Tree Canada 

Poetry is a garden 
The verses are the plants 
The poets are the gardeners 
The poem is the grass 
And ideas make the ground. 
Between the laughter and crying, 
Between love and hatred, 
Between faith and disbelief, 
Between life and death, 
Between God and the Devil, 
I prefer this to what. 
War, why? Why not the PEACE? 
Between faith and disbelief, 
Between life and death, 
Between God and the Devil, 
I prefer this to what. 
War, why? Why not the PEACE?

—Yassir El Ouarzadi 
excerpt from Highly Poetry



Coordinators

Jonathan Blais
2006/2007

Paul Evra
2006/2007

Steve Baird
2007/2008

Yassir El Ouarzadi
2007/2008/2009

Sessi Hounkanrin
2007/2008

Justine Castonguay
2008/2009

Ilyes El Ouarzadi
2007/2008/2009

Québec

“TIG has been very important to my self-
development and social activism because it 
helped me to grow as a global citizen and to meet 
other youth leaders. TIG allowed me to become 
more engaged in my community. These events 
helped me to develop new skills: leadership skills, 
how to engage youth, how to run a workshop/
event, how to present TIG to others... In fact, 
the trainings that were organized helped all CLC 
coordinators to improve their skills and grow as 
citizens and leaders.”

—Quebec Youth Engagement Team, 2008/2009
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Quebec: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

Table de concertation des forums jeunesse 
régionaux du Québec (TCFJRQ)
http://www.forumsjeunesse.qc.ca/accueil_f.htm 

The Youth Forums are democratic organizations which represent the diversity of the Quebec 
regions. As opposed to many structures that often gathers youth from big urban areas, the 
forums are independent and allow youth from a specific region to take action directly in their local 
community. The development of communities BY youth and FOR youth is what distinguishes the 
youth forums. Actually, the forums have a budget called “fonds régional d’investissement jeunesse 
(FRIJ)” that is used to support youth mobilizing initiatives as well as local and regional projects. 

To promote youth involvement in local and regional levels, each youth forum has a citizenship 
participation agent who encourages youth’s representation in regions and fosters the exchange 
of ideas between youth’s representatives and local and regional partners. As a result, the regional 
youth forums encourage youth’s social participation in their region and empower youth to lead the 
local and regional development of their communities. 

Apathy Is Boring
http://apathyisboring.com

You know the feeling when your heart starts to beat faster, your mind is clear and you’re filled with 
a drive that that makes you feel that you can conquer the world? That’s how we all felt last year 
during our Every Party Should be Democratic concert series where we brought dialogue and music 
together to inspire, educate and motivate thousands of youth to get involved in building Canada’s 
democracy. Experiencing the concert series as it came to life was surreal because we were seeing 
a dream come true that we had set to accomplish when Apathy is Boring first came to life in 2004. 
But hitting this milestone was more than crossing off an item on our organization’s to-do list. These 
events that took place in Quebec, Montreal and Halifax created an outlet that brought together 
youth from various backgrounds that are best described as a symbiosis that stems from a direct 
interaction between the panelist and audience during the dialogues and the performers and crowd 
at the concerts. These moments where we all come together to listen, share and move, created a 
very powerful force that touch each and every one of us, and through that momentum that is driven 
by youth, we can continue to build a network of active citizens that inspires other and prove that 
apathy…is boring.
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Canada World Youth 
http://www.cwy-jcm.org/

With CWY, groups of 18 young people from different cultures live with host families and work 
together on volunteer projects for a total of six months—three in a Canadian community, and three 
in a community in one of our partner countries. CWY stands apart from other organizations of the 
same type through the reciprocal nature of its program - this is what makes us unique! Canada 
World Youth also collaborates with teachers, educators and youth groups to organize shorter 
international programs for young people. Young volunteers have an opportunity to enjoy a fulfilling 
international experience, discover other cultures and contribute to the well being of their community. 
Recent evolution After almost 40 years of existence, CWY remains convinced of the relevance of the 
organization’s initial vision and of the transformational nature of the program. 

CWY has added new and unique elements to what is already a life-changing experience, thus 
increasing the program’s impact on its many beneficiaries. Young people, particularly those between 
the ages of 17 and 24, have an important contribution to make to the development process 
and to the organization’s renewed vision. The Youth Leaders in Action program aims to have a 
positive impact on 
development in the 
fields of health and 
the environment. 
The introduction of 
sectoral projects into 
our programming 
will allow us to 
better channel 
our resources and 
to focus more on 
the development 
priorities of our 
partners and the 
communities we 
work with.

Honourable Marlene 
Jennings, MP
Constituency: Notre-Dame-de-Grâce—Lachine

Youth must be at the heart of every important challenge Canada 
faces. Their energy, enthusiasm and creativity allows our 
society to thrive and innovate. Youth in my own constituency 
has been instrumental in getting local officials and members 
of their neighborhoods to introduce recycling, green products 
and policies and the preservation of natural eco-land!

Louis Plamondon, MP
Constituency: Bas-Richelieu—Nicolet—Bécancour

Si nos jeunes réussissent, c’est l’avenir de notre nation qui est assurée.  C’est 
pourquoi, au cours des dernières années, j’ai participé à l’organisation et au 
financement de groupe de jeunes finissants, qui désiraient faire des missions 
humanitaires (finissantes infirmières se rendant aider une population autochtone, 
finissantes en science sociale se rendant au Nicaragua, etc.) à travers le monde.

Avec cette expérience, ces jeunes comprenaient beaucoup mieux 
des réalités différentes des leurs et pouvaient ainsi mieux servir leur 
communauté. Faire confiance à nos jeunes, c’est croire en notre avenir.
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New Brunswick
15 Workshops and presentations organized
10 Events and networking forums attended
16 Blogs written

“When I was a coordinator I felt like I was the 
only one in the whole province doing this … but I 
found through TIG you can connect with people 
from around the world. There are different ways 
of life and exchanging cultural stories that were 
really neat. Even with local youth … you think kids 
don’t really care that much but there are kids that 
are really passionate about a global community...
[At] TIG, I felt like I could make a difference.” 

—Allison MacLean, NB Youth Engagement, 
Coordinator, 2007/2008

Shannon Ross
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Community Highlights
2006/2007

• Current World Affairs and Student Involvement workshop organized at Fredericton High School in  
partnership with Students Aware of the World (SAW); referred to other high schools seeking global 
awareness workshop facilitators.  

• Established relationship with The Resource Center for Youth in Saint John who would come to be host organization for 
Year 2 and 3; co-facilitated open forum with TRC on “youth engagement and concerns”

• Right to be Heard open forum (on children’s rights) organized in Moncton, in partnership with la Fédération des jeunes 
francophones du Nouveau-Brunswick. Almost 50 youth participated from l’Odyssée de Moncton school. 

2007/2008

• Through CLC, The Resource Center For Youth learns about Global Youth Service Day and is selected to host the 
event in Saint John, the first time this international event has been offered in NB. 

• TRC inspired to start global issues club, in partnership with TakingITGlobal and the University of New Brunswick. 

• Allison adapted and implemented the Change that Clicks program in partnership with the Saint John Boys and Girls 
Club. Two separate groups, and a total of 16 kids ranging from 11 to 14 years old, participated in the 9-week program.  
They learned that the Internet was more than just an entertainment tool, but also a way to learn about social issues 
and propel community change. 

• Identity, Culture, and Community open forum held with Aboriginal youth from rural NB; great discussion about what 
causes feelings of isolation for rural youth. 

• Open forum with rural youth outside Miramichi, NB on the growing challenge of Youth Retention in the province. 

2008/2009

• Organized Climate Change: Youth Take Action workshop and postcard project with local high school. Youth-produced 
art was showcased at United Nations Climate Change Conference in Poznan, Poland (December 2008).  

• Presented to several high school classrooms about TakingITGlobal and Global Youth Service Day.  

• Speaker and workshop facilitator at Femmes Équité Atlantique conference in Moncton; 

• Ran Guide to Action workshop for 50 Francophone young woman interested in social change.

Inspiring Events
Global Youth Service Day (2008 and 2009):

This was a series of events for youth to raise money for mosquito nets to send to high-risk malaria countries in Africa. 
Hundreds of youth participated from local high schools. There were also kids from community centers who took part in 
dance-a- thons in a local mall, watched information videos on malaria, went to the BBQ and had fun!

Femmes Équité Atlantique (February 2009):

This was a conference was dedicated to empowering young Francophone women from Atlantic Canada to become more 
civically engaged in society.



Key Organizations
• New Brunswick Advisory Council on Youth

• Multicultural Youth Council

• The Resource Center for Youth

• Saint John Boys and Girls Club

• Student Aware of the World (SAW)

• Femme Équité Atlantique

• Fédération des jeunes francophones du Nouveau-Brunswick

• Making Waves

Allies
Brad Snodgrass – Youth Ambassador for Global Youth 
Service Day

His energy and enthusiasm motivates other young 
people to get on board and participate in their 
community.  He is currently finishing his last year of high 
school. 

Scott Crawford – The Resource Center for Youth

He devotes his life to youth issues in the community.  
He manages to juggle his time between Global Youth 
Service Day, a Board Member for ONE Change (an 
organization that works with low income youth), and 
being the Youth Development Manager at TRC.  He is 
the ultimate adult ally for any young person!

Matthew Gusul



Coordinators

Krystal Payne
2006/2007

Allison MacLean
2007/2008

Megan MacDonald
2008/2009

New Brunswick

“Last month my main focus was mostly 
Global Youth Service Day, and I had 
meetings 2 or 3 times usually a week with 
different schools, electives, principals, 
etc. We established a theme for the day, 
and its PEACE! It can be within yourself, 
within your community, or within a 
global perspective. We’re so excited!”

—Megan MacDonald 

Astrid Girlesa
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New Brunswick: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

The Resource Centre for Youth
http://www.trc4youth.org

This year TRC was the provincial host for Global Youth Service Day at the end of April 2009. It was 
the second time that TRC and TakingITGlobal teamed up with Youth Service America to offer this 
important event. Global Youth Service Day (GYSD) is organized by Youth Service America with the 
Global Youth Action Network as its key partner and a consortium of international organizations 
in over 100 countries. GYSD is an annual global event that highlights and celebrates the ongoing 
contributions of youth to their communities through volunteer service and service-learning. Our 
event is 100% youth-led with only a single adult acting as an advisor. This year saw over 7500 youth 
from over 20 schools and organizations take part in activities to improve our community and world. 
An opening Youth Rally was held in front of City Hall where 300 youth celebrated the good they do 
while enjoying hotdogs and listening to teen bands. The Mayor proclaimed Global Youth Service 
Day in the city and the GYSD flag was raised in front of City Hall. The rest of the weekend saw a 
diversity of projects ranging from raising money to buy malaria nets and building a school in Sierra 
Leone, to helping a local family whose home burned down, to simply cleaning their neighborhoods. 
Local School Districts partnered and allowed students class time to particpate in events.

One of the most active groups in GYSD and year-round is our Youth Action Council (YAC). This 
youth directed group has the goal of constantly working on one local and one global issue at 
all times, and are certainly meeting these goals. They have hosted an outdoor Homelessness 
Education Learning Party (HELP) in November and raised awreness and food for the less fortunate 
of Saint John. They are currently raising enough funds to build a school in Sierra Leone, selling 
bricks for a scale replica they have constructed. Their latest undertaking is an apple juice drive for a 
local kids lunch program. They have stated that “We hope to eventually motivate more people in the 
world to make their community a better place”.

Jim Carleton
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Bonnie Jean-Louis
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Nova Scotia
18 Workshops and presentations organized
20 Events and networking forums attended
14 Blogs written

“I think TIG has truly shown me the value of online 
resources and collaboration. Working with TIG has 
also opened my eyes to the number amazing youth 
leadership and youth serving organizations in Halifax. 
The fact that I am from Halifax but didn’t know about 
many of the opportunities available to me in my own 
city highlights the need for bridging organizations like 
TIG to showcase all the great opportunities for youth 
to take a leadership role, and for organizations to 
strengthen their connections amongst each other.” 

—Jess Wishart, 
Atlantic Team Facilitator, 2008/2009
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Community Highlights
2006/2007

• Leaders of Today retreat in collaboration with Nova Scotia Youth Secretariat and other individuals, to 
provide leadership and growth opportunities for youth, and a networking space Nova Scotia youth 
organizations. Retreat was hosted by Tim Hortons Children’s Camp in Tatamagouche. 

• MDG Open Forum with 17 youth from Halifax Regional Municipality; participants made commitment to share their 
newfound knowledge of MDGs with peers. 

2007/2008

• Change That Clicks workshops on Millennium Development Goals and Sports and Music; hosted by Spryfield Boys 
and Girls Club. 

• Climate Change: Youth Take Action workshops organized with local high school in Antigonish and Halifax; several 
were facilitated by Lise Richard, the Environmental Officer at St FX University and Canadian Youth Delegate to UN 
Climate Change Conference in Bali (December 2007) 

2008/2009

• Take Action workshops on climate change and HIV/AIDS with local high schools in Halifax and Fall River. 

• TIG’s National Climate Change Postcard Contest was brought to local school, where a junior high school student was 
a grand prize winner!    

• Change That Clicks sessions with Highland Park Jr. High in Halifax

• Web 2.0 workshop with nurses seeking education of how health services for youth can be promoted using the 
internet.  

• Developing Mental Health Guide To Action toolkit with Sun Life Financial Chair on Adolescent Mental Health.  

• As a network of youth service providers start to convene in spring 2009, TIG has been requested to set up an online 
platform and provide Web 2.0 training, to facilitate the group’s ongoing communication and collaboration.  

Inspiring Events
Atlantic Move Your World Conference – 2009

Youth across Atlantic Canada came together to connect locally, while learning about global issues. These 
youth came together armed with knowledge and ready to make a change!

Peace Summit – 2009

500 junior high school students gather to talk about what peace means to them, and ways they can take action in their 
communities.



Honourable Geoff Regan, MP
Constituency: Halifax West

‘Ah, young people these days!” I find those words pop into my head more and more 
frequently lately and, believe it or not, it’s good news. Over this past year alone, I’ve 
seen myriad examples of young people from Halifax West accomplish goals and initiate 
projects that enrich the community and enhance the lives of those they touch.

Last summer, 11-year-old Logan MacGillivray spearheaded a drive to send an entire shipping container of 
new basketball equipment to children in Sierra Leone. In recognition of his humanitarian efforts, the Boston 
Celtics honoured the Bedford boy with its Heroes Among Us award when he attended a game in Boston. 
Well done, Logan!  Logan recently received a Bedford Volunteer Youth Recognition Award as one of the 
first recipients in the organization’s new Youth Volunteer category. Joining him as youth honourees were 
Emma DeLory, for her work with the Bedford Skating Club, Kaitlin Whitehouse, who volunteers with the 
Bedford Girl Guides, and Christopher Lee, for his involvement with Scouts Canada.  In September, I had 
the honour of presenting Sgt. Matthew Arthurs with the Bedford Lions Royal Canadian Air Cadets Duke of 
Edinburgh Award, bronze level. The Award is a program that encourages youth to set and achieve goals 
in fun and challenging ways, and I congratulate Arthurs on his accomplishment. In March, Bedford’s own 
Daniel Murphy captured five medals at the 2009 Can-Am Para-Swimming championships in Greshan, 
Oregon, bringing pride and honour to his hometown and to the Sackville Waves Aquatic Team.  On March 
26, my colleagues in the House of Commons joined me in celebrating Purple Day — an international 
awareness campaign about epilepsy initiated in 2008 by nine-year-old Cassidy Megan of Shad Bay. Cassidy 
lives with epilepsy, and she started Purple Day as a way of educating the public and to let youth with 
epilepsy know that they are not alone. Her leadership and commitment to her cause are truly inspiring.

Children are a reflection of a society, and the more time I spend with Halifax West’s young people, the 
more confidence I have in the future of our community. I’ve watched Lebanese youth perform intricate 
traditional choreography at the Diman Centre; I’ve heard a young bugler play ‘The Last Post’ on a cold 
Remembrance Day morning in Clayton Park; and I’ve seen the pride in parents’ eyes at the sight of 
their children dancing onstage at the Indo-Canadian Republic Day Celebration in Rockingham.  Halifax 
West is home to these and many more young people who are seizing the opportunities of today to 
become the community leaders of tomorrow. To them, and to the families who support their efforts, 
I offer my thanks for their significant contribution to Halifax West, to our province and our country. 
As your representative in Parliament, I salute your efforts to build a strong future for Canada. 

“I am excited that we are engaging students in 
a relatively rural part of Nova Scotia. In addition 
to this workshop, a student at King’s College 
in Halifax who attended the recent UN Climate 
Change conference as part of CYDB, and I 
will be presenting a Climate Change workshop 
to students at Halifax West High School.”

—Jenny Mason



Coordinators

Sandi Rankaduwa
2006/2007

Jenny Mason
2007/2008

Jess Wishart
2008/2009

Nova Scotia

Allies
Mary Gatumba 

Currently doing her masters in adult education, she co-
facilitated HIV/AIDS workshops with TIG at the Move 
Your World conference and several local high schools. 
She connected young people to the issue in a way that 
localized the AIDS experience.

Kim Csias - YWCA 

She hosts programs for girls and young women in 
schools in Halifax. Kim has a great connection with the 
girls, that is palpable as soon as you walk into the room. 
She helps girls gain confidence and feel empowered by 
providing a safe space for them to express themselves.

Key Organizations
• Atlantic Council for International Cooperation

• Heartwood Centre for Youth Community Development

• Katimavik

• Oxfam Halifax

• Spryfield Boys and Girls Club

• YouthScape Halifax

• YMCA Halifax
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A Growing Commitment to Youth

HeartWood Centre for Community Youth Development
http://www.heartwood.ns.ca

HeartWood Centre for Community Youth Development is celebrating its 20th anniversary this year. 
When we first started we offered experiential, wilderness-based leadership programs for youth. 
These youth loved our programs, gained new skills and built on skills they already had to offer. 
They were re-energized from our programs but often became frustrated when they returned to their 
communities -- communities that did not support them or, worse, didn’t even trust them. The youth 
were often left wondering “Okay, now what?” HeartWood realized that it needed to support youth 
within their communities and that we could have a bigger impact if we provided capacity-building 
and professional development to youth-serving community groups. Thus, HeartWood now has the 
mission to work with youth directly as well as train and support those who work with youth. 

HeartWood has developed a Framework on Community Youth Development that has been 
researched and tested based on our work with youth. We use this Framework to guide on our 
own work as well as an assessment tool when working with other organizations. We offer training 
for those who would like to put this framework into practice. HeartWood uses an appreciative 
approach, founded on core principles of youth engagement that include relationship building and 
asset-based community development. This approach validates the work communities are currently 
doing towards their own development and vision, supports community ownership and builds the 
capacity of communities to set their own course using local resources.

YMCA Halifax, Girls Changing the World”
http://www.ywcahalifax.com

YWCA Halifax’s youth programs are empowering our future female leaders of Canada and the 
world with the notion of positive self-esteem, leadership and possibility. Fly-W! (Finding Leadership 
in Young Women) is a lunchtime program for girls that operates on a weekly basis in four Halifax 
communities, specifically targeting the needs of young women ages 12-15 who are at risk and don’t 
normally identify for leadership programming. By empowering, gender-specific programming, the 
girls have the opportunity to explore issues that are important to them, such as body image, healthy 
sexuality, and Internet safety. When asked what they liked about the program, one girl noted how 
“We talked about issues that I wouldn’t talk about before,” and that “I committed to participate 
every week and I never commit to anything!”

YWCA Halifax has exponentially increased services to African Canadian young women who are 
experiencing high incidences of violence and sexual violence, compounded by race, gender, and 
poverty. It has been our experience that young black women in Halifax have normalized violence, 
death, and sexism. Our participants are relying on the YWCA for support at the critical turning points 
in their lives. The YWCA needs to evolve our existing youth programs to reflect the unique realities 
of their lives, and enable empowerment to take action for themselves and their communities. YWCA 
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Honourable Scott Brison, MP
Constituency: Kings—Hants

The challenges facing the world today, and facing decision makers, are more complex then they’ve 
ever been. Democracy functions best when people are educated and informed about the issues.  
The only way we’re going to develop the best possible ideas is if we are successful in engaging the 
most connected and informed generation in the history of Canada – and that is young people.

I spend quite a bit of time with youth at high schools and universities, am consistently impressed 
with passion and depth of understanding that today’s young people have. The old days where 
someone would stand at the front of the room and say ‘you should vote for me because I have the 
best answers’ has no credibility today because the fact is that nobody has a monopoly on ideas 
today. Open platform thinking and ideas generation is essential. Nobody understands collaborative 
approaches more than the younger generation. It is exactly what is required. Technology has to 
be part of this.  Governments and political parties need to be more modern in this regard.

Every decision I make, every policy decision I take, considers intergenerational equity. For example, 
issues of debt and deficit, there’ s a moral question of borrowing now that could force future 
generations to pay increased taxes. Climate Change, the environment, these are issues where young 
people get it – there’s a wisdom and energy of youth that needs to be harnessed in tackling these 
issues. Post-secondary education are important though the interests are far broader and deeper.

Engagement is not only on those issues on what is specifically relevant to them – but young people 
need to be recognized not as an interest group, but as citizens who have a tremendous sense of 
ideals. There is a tremendous amount of integrity in their views and a depth that is underestimated by 
a vast number of policy makers. As governments we need to find a way to tap into this insight.

Democracy works best when the citizenry is educated and informed and young Canadians represent 
the most educated and informed citizens of the country. The most important part is ensuring that 
youth not only vote, but participate actively in our democratic institutions. How can youth overcome 
barriers to institutions? Sometimes institutions don’t seem youth-friendly. Sometimes they have 
to try harder. Youth also need to try harder to shape institutions. As much as there’s responsibility 
on institutions to be more open to youth, there is also a responsibility to youth to elbow their 
way in a bit and shape the institutions. Showing up means voting and getting involved.

Halifax has undertaken an exciting new partnership with Canadian Crossroads International and the Girl Child Network 
of Zimbabwe. The young girls of Fly-W have been waiting all year to meet Shuvai Mandigo, an intern who is coming from 
Zimbabwe to collaborate on the development of the Girls Changing the World Youth Leadership Pilot Project. This new 
project will produce a specifically designed program curriculum to meet the unique needs of African Canadian young 
women, and be introduced into schools beginning in September 2009. 
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Prince Edward Island
18 Workshops and presentations organized
20 Events and networking forums attended
14 Blogs written

“I have been involved in many different projects 
since working with the CLC Project. The 
experiences working with TIG allowed me to realize 
the potential that I had and many opportunities 
that I did not know existed before. I have had the 
opportunity to present at many events, and travel 
to international conferences such as the World 
Youth Congress in Quebec City and the United 
Nations conference on climate change in Poland.”

—Adam MacIsaac, 
PEI Youth Engagement, Coordinator (2006/2007)

Matthew Gusul

Created by students ages 
11-12 years old at Royal 
Vale School in Montreal, 
Canada. Winner, Global 
Youth Murals Project 2004.
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Community Highlights
2006/2007

• Organized workshop on “Technology as a Youth Engagement Tool” at the 2007 Youth ConneXt PEI 
Conference. 

• Started active mailing list for PEI youth interested in events and opportunities related to civic 
engagement, arts, and media. 

• Establish membership with Atlantic Council for International Cooperation. 

• Organized MDG Open Forum, educating PEI youth about how we can achieve the MDGs in Canada. 

• Key facilitator and organizer for Youth Showcase All ages show

• Speaker at Island Media Arts Coop AGM 

Inspiring Events
Youth Showcase All Ages Show:

These shows provided a safe space for Charlottetown youth on Fridays, developed youth artists, and informed 
and inspired youth about issues and what other youth are doing around the world

Global Warning (2006):

PEI youth came together to host a political debate during a provincial election which allowed young people 
to learn the environmental platform of all parties in the election. It also provided a venue for youth artists to 
perform and showcase their talent and improve their professionalism. NDP leader Jack Layton showed up to 
participate in the event.

Youth ConneXt PEI Conferences:

Bringing together groups and individual committed to youth engagement, dynamic communities, and skills 
development for youth, youth serving organizations and the government. These conferences are reputable for 
the diversity of people who come together with the common interest in youth development.



Key Organizations
• Eco-Net PEI – CLC Host partner

• Youth ConneXt PEI

• The Adventure Group PEI

• Student Climate Change Coalition

• AIDS PEI

• Generation XX

Allies
Susan Hawkins

She has always been a promoter and supporter of 
CLC, hosting the coordinator and always seeking ways 
to engage more PEI youth in social activism against all 
barriers.  

Tanya Craig – Stratford Youth Can-Do Director

She has worked tirelessly with youth in Stratford to 
develop a sense of community involvement and to 
increase volunteering in the community.

Adam MacIsaac

He has facilitated several partnerships and 
connected us with youth leaders across the 
country.  His relentless dedication to his activism 
on local and global levels is an inspiration to all his 



Prince Edward Island
Coordinators

Adam Macisaac
2006/2007

“As someone who was born in one of the most 
developed countries of the world (Canada) 
and one of the most beautiful provinces in that 
country (Prince Edward Island), I am starting to 
understand the responsibilities that go along 
with such a privilege.  A few years ago I had an 
opportunity to live for a short time in the rural 
community of Los Cacaos, Dominican Republic...

While the differences in history and culture are 
profound, there were many other similarities 
between the rural community of St. Peter’s Bay 
where I grew up, and Los Cacaos. As island 
communities, there is in each case a strong 
awareness of the relationship between the ecology 
of the place and the survival of its inhabitants.”

—Adam MacIsaac, PEI

Olga Pavlova
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Prince Edward Island: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

Stratford Youth Can-Do
http://www.youthcando.ca

Our Town has a unique dilemma of having to ship the youth out of the Town to attend school 
from grades 7 to 12. (The Town of Stratford doesn’t have a Junior or Senior High School only an 
Elementary School.) This mass exodus of young people out of our Town everyday for 10 months of 
the year brought about certain problems. The youth didn’t feel part of their own community and they 
certainly didn’t feel like valued citizens. Adults seemed to only be paying attention to the negative 
behavior of youth not on the majority of amazing young people that called Stratford home. So, how 
do you change that? You get a group of caring youth and adults together to form the Stratford Youth 
Can-Do. Having your Town Council behind you 100% sure makes a huge difference too. You raise 
$10,000.00 and renovate an old building that once was a green house to become the new YCD 
Youth Drop In Centre. 

A home of our own to paint bright yellow, put up thought provoking posters, collect vintage 70’s 
furniture (all donated from residents), collect second hand computers, buy a Wii game system, a 
pool table, a big TV, sound system and DVD player, put in a little canteen and there you have it! The 
Youth Can-Do stomping ground. Our Centre also becomes a theatre when necessary. Youth Can-Do 
offers opportunities for youth to experience the Performing Arts and the Arts through our Drama and 
Art Program. We stage several plays throughout the year including our outdoor play “Scary Cotton 
Trail” for Halloween and a Shakespearian play each Spring. The Youth have exhibited their art in the 
Town Centre (Town Hall) for public enjoyment. 

Our programs only cost $20.00 for the year but we do ask Parents/Guardians to give some 
volunteer time to help the programs. We actively fund raise all the time to support our programs and 
activities. Youth Dances are our major form of fund raising. We have been running Youth Dances 
for seven years. The money also helps send youth to various Youth Conferences and Workshops 
to expand their experiences and gain new skills. Conferences, workshops, and symposiums offer 
youth members an opportunity to expand their horizon and experiences, to fine tune their leadership 
and citizenship skills, and also provides the youth/adult participants an opportunity to share best 
practices and learn from other youth/adults. YCD are co-creators and co-coordinators for the annual 
PEI Youth ConneXt Conference, which is the only provincial youth conference on PEI. We just had 
our third annual PEI Youth ConneXt Conference. It’s hard to believe we are celebrating our 10th 
Anniversary this year. We are still going strong. That is not to say we haven’t had our troubles but 
with right attitude and drive you can overcome anything.
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PEI Eco-Net
http://orgs.tigweb.org/14881

As a founding member of the UPEI Environmental Society and a current member of the PEI 
ECO-Net, I have to say that one of our greatest successes has been helping to create the UPEI 
Environmental  Society. It was workshops and events put on by the Eco-Net that helped spur 
the interest of several young environmentalists and motivate them to create the society. Over the 
years society members have been active, locally, nationally and internationally and have brought 
environmental issues to the forefront in our community as well as on campus. 

The Eco-Net allowed the society to grow and prosper by giving us educational materials, resources for 
events, putting us in contact with other networks of other young environmentalists in our community, 
and giving us lots of great ideas! But most importantly they gave us the confidence and the energy to 
go out there and make a difference! The society has been going strong for over 5 years now, and with 
every new year it brings in new young individuals who have the same passion that we did when we 
first thought about it.

Olga Pavlova
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Newfoundland and Labrador

“TIG has helped me form partnerships with youth in St. 
John’s and organizations throughout Canada!” 

—Rhonda Tulk-Lane
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Community Highlights
2006/2007

• Youth forum at Youth and the Oceans Conference for students from grades 7-12 

• Youth forum for Community Economic Development Network national conference

• Helped run youth concert in partnership with FINALY!

• MDG Youth Forum with MUN students, raising awareness about the 8 Millennium Development Goals. 

2007/2008

• Climate Change: Youth Take Action workshops; co-facilitated by ACE Memorial

2008/2009

• Organized several Web 2.0 presentations with campus groups at Memorial University

• Facilitated connected between Equal Voices initiative and City of Newfoundland Youth Retention 
and Attraction Strategy

• Did presentations in local high schools to recruit participants for weekend workshop extravaganza; 
co-facilitated by MUN students

Inspiring Events
Think Green( ACE Memorial)

Designed to teach students to run their own profitable recycling enterprise. Over an eight week period, students 
are taught basic business knowledge, interviewed one-on-one, and employed in specific roles in their business.

Attracting and Retaining Young Adults in Voluntary Organizations (Community Services Council) 

February 2007 Forum which examined the perceptions of both young adults and voluntary organizations about 
the effective engagement of young volunteers, especially to leadership roles. The report includes a list of 20 
ways to meaningfully engage young people in community organizations. 



Key Organizations
• Futures in Newfoundland and Labrador Youth (FINALY!) 

– CLC Host partner (2006-2008)

• Ocean Net

• MUN Oxfam

• ACE Memorial

Allies
Rhonda Tulk – Lane, Manager of Youth Retention and 
Attraction Strategy

Rhonda has always been actively involved with CLC 
as an amazing local support and national advisor.  Her 
drive and determination to provide health opportunities 
for NL youth is truly admirable. 

Christie Meadus – Executive Director of FINALY! 

Christie is a true youth ambassador for all youth in 
Newfoundland and Labrador.

Kathy Dicks – Peyton, Adult Mentor and 
Communications at Workplace Health and Safety 
Compensation Commission (WHSCC)

Kathy is a true believer in youth engagement in and 
outside of work, and committed to fostering a culture of 
safety in NL.

Ces Go Shia



Coordinators

Chad Griffiths
2006/2007

Karen Moores
2007/2008

Saad Rajput
2008/2009

Newfoundland and Labrador

“in the last month, i have been reading the 
TIG’s guatemala website. it inspired me to 
do more research and write my term paper 
on the violence and resilience in Guatemala.”

—Saad Rajput
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Newfoundland and Labrador: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

Youth for Environmental Awareness (YEA!) 
www.enviroyouthnl.com

In 2005, a grade nine student volunteered to become Site Coordinator for the TD Great Canadian 
Shoreline Clean Up in Baie Verte, Newfoundland. Back then, Thomas Howard could not have 
foreseen where this would all lead. The beach cleanups continued each year, and Thomas and 
his friend Justin Hewitt recruited several friends to take their efforts to the next level. In 2006, 
YEA! (Youth for Environmental Awareness) was formed and the group of young people are still 
moving leaps and bounds! Most recently, in February 2009, YEA! was successful in securing a 
Provincial Health and Wellness grant to help make their community the first idle-free town within 
all of Newfoundland and Labrador! The group is dedicated to reducing engine idling in their town, 
and creating a healthier environment by reducing the release of harmful greenhouse gases into the 
atmosphere. 

YEA! has been involved in several initiatives, even in the short time since the group’s formation. By 
doing some basic research, YEA! learned that the local grocery store was spending $50,000 per 
year on plastic shopping bags; most of which were ending up in the landfill. The group got to work, 
and through presentations and partnering with the grocery store, reduced the number of bags being 
used by customers. They partnered with the store to encourage the use of re-usable bags, and that 
trend is still growing! YEA! is dedicated to raising environmental awareness and changing harmful 
behaviors, which impact the natural ecosystems. Rural communities in particular often lag behind 
in being able to provide ecologically sustainable waste management and recycling efforts. YEA! is 
focused on inspiring youth to make a positive change in rural and remote Canadian communities.

Government of NL; Youth Retention 
and Attraction Strategy
www.youth.gov.nl.ca

We, the provincial government of NL have just embarked on a tremendous youth initiative to 
find out how to make NL a province of choice for young people given the current labour market 
trends!  1000’s of youth were involved in the process along with the CPRN (Ottawa) and it has been 
cutting edge, something for the rest of Canada to hear about and learn from. Youth were engage 
to find out how to make NL a province of choice. The strategy is now being developed based on 
their recommendations gathered through 13 Deliberative Youth Dialogue Sessions held throughout 
the province and through other consultations.

Watch the video at http://www.lmiworks.nl.ca/yras/Photos.aspx.
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Millennium 
Development Goals 
Mural Project

Edmonton, Alberta 
2007
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Northwest Territories
In the Northwest Territories, we found that the best 
approach was to work with youth staff at the Centre 
for Northern Families, our territorial partner, rather than 
hiring on Youth Engagement Coordinators since we faced 
difficulties with retention.  Since 2006, we have worked 
with the following youth:  Alanna Fitzergerald, Palesa 
Yaxley, Marian Cox, Gilly McNaughton, Lauren Bulckaert, 
Tiffany Bulmer, and Elena Lukawiecki.  With their support, 
we were able to organize a few successful events 
including 2 Climate Change workshops in the Territories.  

In February 2008, CLC’s National Program Manager and 
Climate Change Project Manager visited Yellowknife 
in order to learn about the particular challenges facing 
northern and aboriginal youth in the Northwest Territories.  
With a high school drop-out rate of ~50% (the majority 
of whom are aboriginal youth), many organizations are 
committed to providing services and programming 
targeting marginalized youth outside of the education 
system. Their programs focus on building self-esteem 
and skills development, intergenerational relationships, 
fostering a sense of belonging through healthy 
relationships and safe spaces, and celebrating culture 
and identity through the arts. We met with several youth 
serving organizations and gained a better understanding 
of how  TakingITGlobal could support existing programs.
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Smart Communities
http://www.looknorth.ca/

As a natural outgrowth of Smart Communities roles, we have always worked extensively promoting 
youth learning and mastery of ICT throughout the Northwest Territories. Both our Community 
Access Program- Youth Initiative (CAP-YI) and our Technical Work Experience Program (TWEP) 
stresses youth participation and learning in a hands on environment. This past fiscal year we had 14 
CAP-YI students participate in the program and 6TWEP interns finish their training. These programs 
make a significant contribution to the youth’s home communities by having computer equipment 
available for the public to use, and also providing resources for the youth working at these sites 
to get training to assist visitors using the sites. Having these youth available gives communities 
an opportunity to have an identifiable person to assist with computer problems, and to guide 
community members, as well as site users, through new uses for their computers. This assists 
communities to more easily address the challenges of the dual digital divide that some communities 
face in our region. 

 Also, in an attempt to increase the technical proficiency of our TWEP (Technical Work Experience 
Program) interns, our computers for Schools manager has offered the interns the opportunity to 
study and prepare for the A++ certification exams in conjunction with the refurbishing course. Two 
of our interns were successful this year, in finishing well above the required passing marks.  In 
offering this certification program we are increasing the employability of the interns, and raising the 
standard for technicians in the north. Congratulations to our passing interns on a job well done.

Centre for Northern Families
http://www.real-eyes.ca/cnf/index.html

Tiffany Bulmer, an intern with the Centre for Northern Families and the contact for Taking It Global 
in the Northwest Territories just completed a 10-day Study Tour of Honduras.  She is a young Metis 
woman who plays a key role in engaging Indigenous girls in community activities that build their 
leadership skills and give voice to their lived experiences.  

The exchange, facilitated by the Huairou Commission (HC) in collaboration with its partner 
Horizons of Friendship and its member network GROOTS International/GROOTS Canada, focused 
on building an Indigenous women network to strengthen women’s ties across regions. The 
Garifuna Emergency Committee of Honduras (CEGAH), a GROOTS International network member, 
hosted the event. The Exchange’s overall goal was to provide an opportunity to bridge the gap 
between issues affecting indigenous women in the North and South, and to initiate a discussion 
about the problems and solutions affecting their respective communities.

The exchange was a peer learning forum where participants exchanged good practices, and 
discussed both their successes and challenges in securing participation in political processes. 
Moreover, it was an advocacy venue to strengthen the importance of women’s leadership, and 
address language and cultural preservation, land tenure, access to housing and basic services, 



Key Organizations
• Centre for Northern Families

• Ecology North

• Inuit Youth Centre

• John Howard Society 

• North Slave Correctional Center Youth Facility

• Sidedoor Youth Drop-in Centre

• Smart Communities

• Tree of Peace Allies
Arlene Hache

Arlene is convinced that the knowledge sharing and 
sense of community that is made possible with the 
internet is the answer to many of the challenges 
facing Northern youth, and information technology 
has already empowered NWT youth with access. She 
believes that the adoption of education platforms 
such as TakingITGlobal can have an unprecedented 
impact on isolated communities in NWT. Therefore, 
Arlene has been an incredible supporter of CLC, 
connecting us with all the youth who come through 
her centre and ensuring that TIG has a presence in 
NT.

Joe Ashoona

A 4th generation carver and member of the Ashoona 
clan from Cape Dorset, one of Canada’s most 
successful Inuit art families. Joe along with his 
brother represented the NWT at the National Schools 
History Fair.  He also attended the National Aboriginal 
Achievement Awards and traveled with the largest 
annual sculpture show in North America. Joe teaches 
carving to other youth that is contemporary, but 

Our Voices Our Climate Contest Winner



Northwest Territories

Inspiring Events
Young Leader’s Summit on Northern Climate Change (www.climateleaders.ca) ; August 2009.  

An opportunity for northern youth to learn about how climate change impacts their future. Participants 
will make a set of recommendations for Canadian climate negotiators before the UN climate talks in 
Copenhagen where a new global agreement is being signed.

The Inuvik Youth Centre was featured on a television series on health. It runs programs for local youth and students 
who move from other communities to Inuvik to attend school. Viewers meet several youth who participate in 
activities at the Inuvik Youth Centre and see how this gathering place has truly benefitted the community.

Coordinators

Nahka Bertrand,
2007/2008

Alanna Fitzergerald,
2006/2007

Community Highlights
Right To Be Heard youth empowerment 
workshop with local high school

4 Day site visit to Yellowknife where TIG staff connected

with 8 local youth serving organizations and centres 

Climate change forum in January 2008 with 
young leaders, brainstorming strategies to build 
a climate youth movement in the Territories  
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Yukon

“The biggest thing that I learned is that there is a lot 
going on in Canada that goes unheard of. As a facilitator 
with CLC … an individual who is interested and keen on 
social events and action, it was pretty rewarding to hear 
what was going on in other parts of Canada...It’s inspired 
me to do more.  When you connect with people from 
all over the world whether it be India or Africa you can’t 
help but be impacted.”

—Kenny Lindsay, Yukon Youth Engagement, 
Coordinator (2006-2008)

21 Workshops and presentations organized
29 Events and networking forums attended
12 Blogs written
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Community Highlights
2006/2007

• Organized 3 open forums in various communities in partners with Yukon College. 

2007/2008

• Organized two workshops at BYTE Conference on Social Justice 

• Facilitated several sessions on global issues and action planning with Be the Change students at FH Collins 
High School who is now organizing regular awareness-raising and fundraising events in the community

• Facilitated 2 digital media workshops on Culture and Identity with at risk youth Whitehorse Boys and Girls 
Club; part of TIG’s Adobe Youth Voices national initiative.

• Organized Guide To Action workshop as part of BYTE’s Community Tours. 

2008/2009

• BYTE’s newly established On Call Youth Facilitation Team received 10 hours of facilitation training on CLC 
workshops on topics such as the Right to be Heard, Climate Change, and Anti-Oppression

• Organized two climate change workshops at BYTE annual conference

• Facilitated 5 Right to be Heard workshops on children and youth rights and Web 2.0 for Social Change in 
First Nations rural communities of Teslin, Dawson, and Carcross.

Inspiring Events
BYTE Annual Youth Conferences 

Yukon youth come together to collaborate, rock out to music, and strengthen their community by learning 
about social issues. 

Opening a Youth Transition Shelter 

In 2007, BYTE, the Boys and Girls Club and other NGOs stayed out all night at a government building to raise 
awareness on youth homelessness. Their efforts propelled media attention and the opening of a youth transition 
shelter for 2009!



Honourable Larry Bagnell, MP
Constituency: Yukon

When youth sit silently, half starved and wet, in the dark on the lice infested cold 
dirt floor of a leaky hut in Burma, the Congo, or Darfur, not knowing if the sounds 
they hear in the wind are the murderous militia coming to kill them as they did 
their family, they must wonder at the things in life that we call aggravations.

And these horrors take place all too often in too many places.

And who is best available to help the sick, the destitute, the starving orphans around 
the world. Our young adults are tied up raising babies. Older adults are stuck paying 
a mortgage, driving their children to various activities, or taking care of their aging 
grandparents. The elderly are often struggling with health problems or low incomes.

Who’s left? Our youth!

I have been very moved, as so many times I’ve seen generous Canadian youth willing 
to give some part of their life, to help those in poverty in Canada or in crisis overseas. In 
doing so, they make a real contribution to the world, make their parents proud, exercise 
the humanity embedded in their soul, find that the true poverty of the world is of the 
spirit, and learn the collective need to help everyone to survive, if anyone is to survive.

You may wonder what saving the life of young baby, amongst thousands dying 
of starvation, lack of clean water or medicine, will do for the world. What you 
do is take your rightful place in humanity. A great man once said something to 
the effect that,” what you do for the least of these, you do for me your king.” 

To those youth, mature beyond their years, who have stopped to help others, I salute 
you. To those who are contemplating life, I urge you to help the ailing part of your 
body, those in need. For as the great British Parliamentarian John Donne said, if you 
let even one fall by the wayside, don’t ask for whom the bell tolls, it tolls for thee.

Key Organizations
• Bringing Youth Towards Equality

• Whitehorse Boys & Girls Club

• Whitehorse Youth Coalition

• Be The Change – Highschool club at 

Allies
Rachel Parks – BYTE Executive Director

Rachel’s care and dedication to the people she 
works with makes her an advocate for youth. 
She helps Yukon young people to look beyond 
themselves and become passionate about 
community engagement and global issues.

Be the Change supervisor at FH Collins

She has been a huge advocate for global awareness 
at this high school, which led to the development 
of the Be The Change social justice club, the 
first high school club of its kind in Whitehorse. 



Coordinators

Kenny Lindsay
2006-2008

Julie Diyen
2008/2009

Yukon

The Yukon youth of today  
Are like the Yukon miners of yesterday 
Toiling for adventure in the freezing cold 
Mining and pining for hoped to be gold 
For goals which remain a talked about dream 
A myth a reality which may not be what it seems 
A sense of struggle raise questions to surface 
Where is our place? Where is our purpose? 
What happens when the emptiness strike 
And there is no treasure 
Only coals and the like? 
Today the youth battle obstacles  
Such as isolation, race, gender and class debacles  
They are streaming down the Yukon water  
A path of wondrous resource or apathetic slaughter? 
About staying afloat on the changing currents 
What is going to be the savior, the salvation, 
deterrent? 
Perhaps a sense of community 
Where everyone is equal with opportunity 
It is hard to say only one thing I know 
Is that youth must determine 
Where they want to go

— Mai Ngo
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Yukon: 
A Growing Commitment to Youth

Village of Teslin
www.teslin.ca

The key to bringing youth together in our community is about organizations working collaboratively: 
the school, the municipal and First Nations government, the not-for profit associations, the health 
center and most importantly the youth. Programs are created through dissolving the lines and 
building partnerships. This allows all youth to get involved and build an atmosphere of cohesion. 
This also creates an ‘it can be done’ attitude. This has had a positive impact on other Yukon 
communities; witnessing the possibilities is infectious. The lines between communities have 
disappeared to facilitate greater opportunities,  achieved through communication and the belief that 
it can happen with determination. This combination has brought forward programming that we are 
proud to deliver to and with the support of our youth. 

The extensive programs, within a year, range from karate to after-school sports to science camps 
to break dance camps to a Much Music Video dance to starting a youth center and much, much 
more. In a town of 450 people we have learnt to work with our youth and the community to 
make anything possible. We have also recently formed the Teslin Youth Motivators; this team 
creates programming for youth by youth to empower through leadership, ownership and skill 
development. Building our community for today and tomorrow!

Bringing Youth Towards Equality
http://www.yukonyouth.com

Our five- year Strategic Plan has focused one of our priority areas on ensuring B.Y.T.E. has a strong 
community presence and support system in place. In the past, we held community action camps 
across the Yukon Territory and paid for accommodations, transportation, and wages with funders’ 
money. In the last 5 years, 15 B.Y.T.E. Community Tours have taken place throughout the Yukon 
Territory, with 7 taking place this year since the revised Community Tour Plan.  We have revised the 
project and are now asking for contributions from the community groups instead of from funding 
agencies with those items. In doing this, we are now able to do three community visits per month 
instead of three per fiscal year.

The On-Call Facilitation Team was created in response to the demand from community youth and 
youth workers. B.Y.T.E. has received numerous requests to provide a higher presence in the outlying 
communities. Our on-call workshops give opportunities to Northern youth aged 12-19 to learn 
new skills, increase their self-confidence, and connect with other youth. It also provides facilitation 
skills and employment to Yukon youth 19-29 in giving workshops on pertinent social issues and 
the opportunity to travel in and out of our Territory offering their facilitation services. Since October, 
we have sent our On-call Facilitation Team to seven communities, developed all of the workshop 
lesson plans and accompanying resource materials, and are able to offer workshops in both French 
and English. The greatest highlight from On-Call Facilitation Team project layout is the fact that 
organizations, first nation governments, and various other community youth representatives are 
writing proposals to bring the BYTE On-Call Facilitation Team to their community.
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Towards 2020

Comprising over 50% of the world’s population, the wellbeing of young people is inescapably tied to the wellbeing 
of the international community. Since the mid-twentieth century, the UN General Assembly has recognized children 
and youth as important stakeholders in promoting social progress and achieving freedom, justice and peace in the 
world.  In 1959, the UN General Assembly adopted the Declaration of the Rights of the Child that sets out foundational 
principles to ensuring that all children have the same rights and means of developing to their full potential.  By ratifying 
the Convention in May 1990, Canada has committed itself to protecting and ensuring children’s rights, and holds itself 
accountable to this commitment before the international community.

1985 was called the International Youth Year by the UN General Assembly, in recognition of the contributions young 
people can make to development and in enforcing the ideals of the United Nations Charter.  A decade later, the 
Assembly strengthened its commitment to young people by adopting the World Programme of Action for Youth to the 
Year 2000 and Beyond, an international strategy to address the challenges facing youth participation, development 
and peace.  The ten priority areas for action are: Education, Employment, Hunger and poverty, Health, Environment, 
Drug Abuse, Juvenile delinquency, Leisure time activities, Girls and young women, and Youth participation in society 
and decision-making.  Five priority areas were added in 2005 including Globalization, Information and Communications 
Technology, HIV/AIDS, Armed Conflict, and Intergenerational Issues. 

The World Programme has proposed actions on national, regional and international levels to effectively affect change in 
these areas.  On a national level, the UN seeks to work closely with non-governmental organizations, public and private 
sectors, and especially youth organizations to develop an integrated national youth policy and strengthen mechanisms to 
develop youth policies and programmes.

“You are living proof that young people have a key role to play in global partnerships 
for development—proof that youth-led development is the way to go.  That is why 
I want to make a commitment here and now to do all that I can to ensure that your 
unique message of hope and fraternity is heard.  That your ideas and innovative 
projects are taken seriously…But I cannot do this alone…I encourage you to let 
world leaders know the indispensable role you play in solving global issues.  And 
most importantly, I encourage you to remind us to work assiduously to humanize 
globalization—to make globalization work for people. Your actions and thoughts are 
important to me. I promise to echo them wherever I go.”

—Her Excellency the Right Honourable Michaëlle Jean, 
Speech at Opening Plenary of the 2008 World Youth Congress, Quebec City
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• (A) Youth Development: We help develop a sense of social responsibility and awareness of 
global issues, as well as build capacity among youth, regardless of their placement across the 
spectrum of engagement.

• (B) Youth Action & Participation: We provide engaged youth with the access to global 
opportunities, building their skills and creating a sense of belonging to a community of other 
actively engaged youth.

• (C) Social Movements: We strengthen global social movements by collaborating with other 
organizations to ensure youth participate and become key stakeholders in these efforts.

• (D) Societal Values: We impact shared values through our involvement in global social 
movements, ultimately influencing attitudes and behaviours towards creating a more 
sustainable world.

TakingITGlobal Towards 2020
Driven by our participation and commitment to World Programme goals, TakingITGlobal continues to provide 
youth with access to global opportunities, cross-cultural connections, and meaningful participation in decision-
making. During our strategic planning process in early 2009, we examined our successes and challenges with 
the various projects we’ve executed, including CLC Canada, to gain a better understanding of our unique role 
and contribution in supporting youth worldwide.  This process led to the development of our new Theory of 
Change, inspired by the integral philosophy of Ken Wilber.  We envision 4 areas (quadrants) where progressive 
development can occur: Interior Individual, Exterior Individual, Interior Collective, and Exterior Collective. 
Through our programs and projects, including CLC Canada, young people move along a linear path through 
each quadrant, as exhibited by the diagram.

In 2005, we undertook research on the spectrum of the various levels of youth engagement. As a result, we 
focus our attention on the “sweet spot” of Engaged and Highly-Engaged youth - those young people around 
the world who are aware of issues and have the desire to make a difference by taking action.



The World Programme inspired a growing commitment to youth in Canada, with youth-serving organizations and 
programs emerging both locally and nationally.  Yet, as widely expressed at the Towards 2020: Canada’s Commitment 
to Children and Youth conference in April 2009, there are still critical issues that impact young people in the 21st 
century, and a lack of political will to effectively harness opportunities to overcome these youth-related concerns.  
TakingITGlobal’s Jennifer Corriero was greatly inspired at Towards 2020 where she was a keynote speaker, and worked 
with a small group of participants to envision a new agenda for Canada’s children and youth: 

1. Federal office exercises the power to ensure that all policy and legislation developed would be viewed through 
the lens of how it would affect and impact children, youth and families. 

2. Children and youth are given opportunities to have a voice and directly influence policy processes and 
decision-making that affects their lives.

3. Issues of apathy and disengagement are addressed by supporting youth-to-youth programs and access to role 
models that inspire leadership and motivate citizen participation.  

4. Canada re-affirms and renews its commitment to the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child and the UN 
World Programme of Action for Youth

While this agenda sets ambitious goals for Canada towards 2020, our publication demonstrates how far the youth 
movement has come with the unwavering dedication of youth, allies, organizations, and government officials to youth 
empowerment and development.  Moving forward, we hope to cultivate and strengthen local and national networks, 
where these voices and leadership can unite to meet common goals for the future of children and youth in Canada and 
abroad.

Stay Connected!
1

Learn more about 
TakingITGlobal’s 
youth initiatives 

worldwide at  
www.tigweb.org

3
Help support the 

continuation of TIG’s 
programming at  

www.tigweb.org/donate2
Are you engaged in 

Canada’s youth engagement 
sector? We would like to 
hear your thoughts: How 

can TakingITGlobal cultivate a 
collaborative learning community 
to strengthen youth participation 

in Canada?  
Let’s work together at  
projects.tigweb.org/

clccanada



“CLC Canada has always been about the journey, about the learning 
that has come through each action we’ve taken. The adaptable, organic 
nature of the program is how we came to accomplish everything we did, 
and come to fully understand the power of Creating Local Connections.  
Through praxis, we have learned an unfathomable amount about running 
national programs, building youth leadership, building meaningful 
partnerships , the role of new technologies in community development, 
and connecting locally engaged youth to global opportunities for change.”

—Kimia Ghomeshi, National Program Manager

TakingITGlobal’s Creating Local Connections Canada program 
promotes and supports Canadian youth participation by: 

• raising awareness around global issues

• increasing accessibility of resources for youth

• encouraging collaboration and capacity-
building of youth and youth initiatives.

The Creating Local Connections Canada program 

was made possible with support from:




